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∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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Ingredients to constrain EOS

EOS CONSTRAINTS

Numerical relativity Physics modelling

Observation

∼100 s (calculated starting from 24 Hz) in the detectors’
sensitive band, the inspiral signal ended at 12∶41:04.4 UTC.
In addition, a γ-ray burst was observed 1.7 s after the
coalescence time [39–45]. The combination of data from
the LIGO and Virgo detectors allowed a precise sky
position localization to an area of 28 deg2. This measure-
ment enabled an electromagnetic follow-up campaign that
identified a counterpart near the galaxy NGC 4993, con-
sistent with the localization and distance inferred from
gravitational-wave data [46–50].
From the gravitational-wave signal, the best measured

combination of the masses is the chirp mass [51]
M ¼ 1.188þ0.004

−0.002M⊙. From the union of 90% credible
intervals obtained using different waveform models (see
Sec. IV for details), the total mass of the system is between
2.73 and 3.29 M⊙. The individual masses are in the broad
range of 0.86 to 2.26 M⊙, due to correlations between their
uncertainties. This suggests a BNS as the source of the
gravitational-wave signal, as the total masses of known
BNS systems are between 2.57 and 2.88 M⊙ with compo-
nents between 1.17 and ∼1.6 M⊙ [52]. Neutron stars in
general have precisely measured masses as large as 2.01#
0.04 M⊙ [53], whereas stellar-mass black holes found in
binaries in our galaxy have masses substantially greater
than the components of GW170817 [54–56].
Gravitational-wave observations alone are able to mea-

sure the masses of the two objects and set a lower limit on
their compactness, but the results presented here do not
exclude objects more compact than neutron stars such as
quark stars, black holes, or more exotic objects [57–61].
The detection of GRB 170817A and subsequent electro-
magnetic emission demonstrates the presence of matter.
Moreover, although a neutron star–black hole system is not
ruled out, the consistency of the mass estimates with the
dynamically measured masses of known neutron stars in
binaries, and their inconsistency with the masses of known
black holes in galactic binary systems, suggests the source
was composed of two neutron stars.

II. DATA

At the time of GW170817, the Advanced LIGO detec-
tors and the Advanced Virgo detector were in observing
mode. The maximum distances at which the LIGO-
Livingston and LIGO-Hanford detectors could detect a
BNS system (SNR ¼ 8), known as the detector horizon
[32,62,63], were 218 Mpc and 107 Mpc, while for Virgo
the horizon was 58 Mpc. The GEO600 detector [64] was
also operating at the time, but its sensitivity was insufficient
to contribute to the analysis of the inspiral. The configu-
ration of the detectors at the time of GW170817 is
summarized in [29].
A time-frequency representation [65] of the data from

all three detectors around the time of the signal is shown in
Fig 1. The signal is clearly visible in the LIGO-Hanford
and LIGO-Livingston data. The signal is not visible

in the Virgo data due to the lower BNS horizon and the
direction of the source with respect to the detector’s antenna
pattern.
Figure 1 illustrates the data as they were analyzed to

determine astrophysical source properties. After data col-
lection, several independently measured terrestrial contribu-
tions to the detector noise were subtracted from the LIGO
data usingWiener filtering [66], as described in [67–70]. This
subtraction removed calibration lines and 60 Hz ac power
mains harmonics from both LIGO data streams. The sensi-
tivity of the LIGO-Hanford detector was particularly
improved by the subtraction of laser pointing noise; several
broad peaks in the 150–800 Hz region were effectively
removed, increasing the BNS horizon of that detector
by 26%.

FIG. 1. Time-frequency representations [65] of data containing
the gravitational-wave event GW170817, observed by the LIGO-
Hanford (top), LIGO-Livingston (middle), and Virgo (bottom)
detectors. Times are shown relative to August 17, 2017 12∶41:04
UTC. The amplitude scale in each detector is normalized to that
detector’s noise amplitude spectral density. In the LIGO data,
independently observable noise sources and a glitch that occurred
in the LIGO-Livingston detector have been subtracted, as
described in the text. This noise mitigation is the same as that
used for the results presented in Sec. IV.
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Table 1: Key Properties of GW170817
Property Value Reference

Chirp mass, M (rest frame) 1.188+0.004
�0.002M� 1

First NS mass, M
1

1.36� 1.60M� (90%, low spin prior) 1
Second NS mass, M

2

1.17� 1.36M� (90%, low spin prior) 1
Total binary mass, M

tot

= M
1

+M
2

⇡ 2.740.04�0.01M� 1
Observer angle relative to binary axis, ✓

obs

11� 33� (68.3%) 2
Blue KN ejecta (A

max

. 140) ⇡ 0.01� 0.02M� e.g., 3,4,5
Red KN ejecta (A

max

& 140) ⇡ 0.04M� e.g., 3,5,6
Light r-process yield (A . 140) ⇡ 0.05� 0.06M�
Heavy r-process yield (A & 140) ⇡ 0.01M�

Gold yield ⇠ 100� 200M� 8
Uranium yield ⇠ 30� 60M� 8

Kinetic energy of o↵-axis GRB jet 1049 � 1050 erg e.g., 9, 10, 11, 12
ISM density 10�4 � 10�2 cm�3 e.g., 9, 10, 11, 12

(1) LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017c; (2) depends on Hubble Constant, LIGO Scientific Collabora-
tion et al. 2017d; (3) Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; (4) Nicholl et al. 2017; (5) Kasen et al. 2017; (6) Chornock
et al. 2017; (8) assuming heavy r-process (A > 140) yields distributed as solar abundances (Arnould et al.,
2007); (9)Margutti et al. 2017; (10) Troja et al. 2017; (11) Fong et al. 2017; (12) Hallinan et al. 2017

Figure 2: Scenario for the EM counterparts
of GW170817, as viewed by the observer (Al
Cameron) from the inferred binary inclination
angle ✓

obs

⇡ 0.2� 0.5 (LIGO Scientific Collab-
oration et al., 2017d), as motivated by interpre-
tations presented in several papers (e.g. Cow-
perthwaite et al. 2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Nicholl
et al. 2017; Chornock et al. 2017; Fong et al.
2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Margutti et al. 2017;
LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017b).
Timeline: (1) Two NSs with small radii . 11
km and comparable masses (q ⇡ 1) coalesce.
The dynamical stage of the merger ejects only
a small mass . 10�2M� in equatorial tidal
ejecta, but a larger quantity ⇡ 10�2M� of
Ye > 0.25 matter into the polar region at
v ⇡ 0.2 � 0.3 c, which synthesizes exclusively
light r-process nuclei (e.g. xenon and silver);
(2) The merger product is a meta-stable hy-
permassive NS, which generates a large accre-
tion torus ⇠ 0.1M� as it sheds its angular mo-
mentum and collapses into a BH on a timescale
of . 100 ms; (3) The torus-BH powers a col-
limated GRB jet, which burrows through the
polar dynamical ejecta on a timescale of . 2
s; (4) Gamma-rays from the core of the GRB
jet are relativistically beamed away from our
sight line, but a weaker GRB is nevertheless
observed from the o↵-axis jet or the hot co-
coon created as the jet breaks through the po-
lar ejecta; (5) On a similar timescale, the ac-
cretion disk produces a powerful wind ejecting
⇡ 0.04M� of Ye . 0.25 matter which expands
quasi-spherically at v ⇡ 0.1 c and synthesizes
also heavy r-process nuclei such as gold and ura-
nium; (6) After several hours of expansion, the
polar ejecta becomes di↵usive, powering ⇠ vi-
sual wavelength (“blue”) kilonova emission last-
ing for a few days; (7) over a longer timescale ⇡

1 week, the deeper disk wind ejecta becomes dif-
fusive, powering red kilonova emission; (8) the
initially on-axis GRB jet decelerates by shock-
ing the ISM, such that after ⇡ 2 weeks its X-ray
and radio synchrotron afterglow emission rises
after entering the observer’s causal cone.
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GW170817, General Relativistic Magnetohydrodynamic Simulations, and the Neutron

Star Maximum Mass

Milton Ruiz,1 Stuart L. Shapiro,1, 2 and Antonios Tsokaros1

1Department of Physics, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801
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Recent numerical simulations in general relativistic magnetohydrodynamics (GRMHD) provide
useful constraints for the interpretation of the GW170817 discovery. Combining the observed data
with these simulations leads to a bound on the maximum mass of a cold, spherical neutron star (the
TOV limit): M sph

max

. 2.74/�, where � is the ratio of the maximum mass of a uniformly rotating
neutron star (the supramassive limit) over the maximum mass of a nonrotating star. Causality
arguments allow � to be as high as 1.27, while most realistic candidate equations of state predict �
to be closer to 1.2, yielding M sph

max

in the range 2.16� 2.28M�. A minimal set of assumptions based
on these simulations distinguishes this analysis from previous ones, but leads a to similar estimate.
There are caveats, however, and they are enumerated and discussed. The caveats can be removed
by further simulations and analysis to firm up the basic argument.

PACS numbers: 04.25.D-, 04.25.dg, 47.75.+f

I. INTRODUCTION

The long-sought premise of multimessenger astronomy
was recently realized with the detection of a gravitational
wave (GW) signal from a low-mass binary system by the
LIGO/VIRGO detectors [1]. Event GW170817, which
was accompanied by a short �-ray burst (sGRB), revealed
that if the compact objects have a low dimensionless spin
(� 6 |0.05|), then the inferred masses of each component
of the binary and its total mass are m

1

2 (1.36, 1.60)M�,
m

2

2 (1.17, 1.36)M�, and m
1

+m
2

= 2.74+0.04
�0.02 M�, re-

spectively. This strongly suggests a merging binary neu-
tron star system (NSNS) as the source of GW170817,
although it cannot rule out the possibility that one of
the binary companions is a stellar-mass black hole (BH).
Evidence that such low-mass black holes (LMBHs) ex-
ist is very weak (see e.g. [2] for a summary of possible
LMBH formation mechanisms and routes by which they
may arise in binaries with NS companions). Since the
usual mechanisms believed to generate stellar-mass BHs,
such as the collapse of massive stars, result in BHs with
masses significantly larger, we tend to rule out a BHNS
merger as a possible source of GW170817.

The coincident sGRB (GRB 170817A) of duration
T
90

= 2 ± 0.5 s was detected by the Fermi Gamma-Ray
Burst Monitor [3, 4] and INTEGRAL [5, 6] 1.734± 0.054 s
after the GW170818 inferred binary coalescence time, at
a luminosity distance of 40+8

�8

Mpc in the galaxy NGC
4993. Here T

90

denotes the time during which 90% of
the total counts of �-rays have been detected. The burst
exhibited an atypically low luminosity (L ⇠ 1047 erg/s)
and the absence of an afterglow during the first days,
which has been attributed to the o↵-axis viewing of GRB
emission (see e.g. [7, 8]). It is likely that its volumetric
value is much larger and comparable to typical sGRB
values. Subsequent optical/infrared transients consistent
with kilonova/macronova models were also observed (see
e.g. [9–11]).

One of the most important puzzles in high energy as-
trophysics is the ground state of matter at zero temper-
ature, which is closely related to the maximum grav-
itational mass, M sph

max

, of a nonrotating, spherical NS
[12]. To date the largest pulsar masses observed are
2.01±0.04M� for J0348+0432 [13], and 1.928±0.017M�
for J1614-2230 [14], but the quest for a firm upper
limit on the mass of a NS has a long history [15] that
started in 1974 by Rhoades and Ru�ni [16]. Their ar-
gument involved a matching mass-energy density ⇢m be-
low which the equation of state (EOS) is well known,
while from that point on a causal EOS for the pres-
sure P (P = ⇢ + const) is invoked.[17] This upper mass
limit depends on the matching density [18], and assuming
⇢m = 4.6 ⇥ 1014 gr/cm3 ⇡ 1.7⇢

nuc

they obtained an up-
per limit of M sph

max

= 3.2M�. As the matching density in-
creases the maximum mass for a spherical star decreases

as ⇢�1/2
m . For example, in [19] where the confidence of

the EOS was taken to be up to ⇢m = 2⇢
nuc

, a maximum
mass of 2.9 M� was obtained (see [20] for recent review).
In [21] a parametrized piecewise-polytropic fitting was in-
troduced in order to make a systematic study of di↵erent
constraints placed on high density, cold matter, including
the causality constraint. More recently and from another
point of view, based on the sGRB scenario, a survey of a
wide EOS parameter space and matching densities using
plausible masses for a NS merger remnant concluded that
M sph

max

⇡ 2� 2.2M� [22]. At high matching densities the
core has negligible mass and the upper bound becomes
independent of ⇢m. In [23] Newtonian merger simula-
tions with di↵erent EOS, resulted in an upper bound of
2.4M�.

With the discovery of GW170817, [24] used electro-
magnetic (EM) constraints on the remnant imposed by
the kilonova observations after the merger, together with
GW information, to make a tight prediction of M sph

max


2.17M� with 90% confidence. They argued that the
NSNS merger resulted in a hypermassive NS (HMNS;
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GW170817: Modeling based on numerical relativity and its implications
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(Dated: October 23, 2017)

Gravitational-wave observation together with a large number of electromagnetic observations
shows that the source of the latest gravitational-wave event, GW170817, detected primarily by
advanced LIGO, is the merger of a binary neutron star. We attempt to interpret this observational
event based on our results of numerical-relativity simulations performed so far paying particular
attention to the optical and infra-red observations. We finally reach a conclusion that this event is
described consistently by the presence of a long-lived massive neutron star as the merger remnant,
because (i) significant contamination by lanthanide elements along our line of sight to this source can
be avoided by the strong neutrino irradiation from it and (ii) it could play a crucial role to produce
an ejecta component of appreciable mass with fast motion in the post-merger phase. We also point
out that (I) the neutron-star equation of state has to be su�ciently sti↵ (i.e., the maximum mass
of cold spherical neutron stars, M

max

, has to be appreciably higher than 2M�) in order that a
long-lived massive neutron star can be formed as the merger remnant for the binary systems of
GW170817, for which the initial total mass is & 2.73M� and (II) no detection of relativistic optical
counterpart suggests a not-extremely high value of M

max

approximately as 2.15–2.25M�.

PACS numbers: 04.25.D-, 04.30.-w, 04.40.Dg

I. INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 2017 two advanced LIGO detectors
(with an important assistance by advanced VIRGO) suc-
ceeded in the first direct detection of gravitational waves
from an inspiraling binary system of two neutron stars,
which is referred to as GW170817 [1]. The data anal-
ysis for this gravitational-wave event derives that the
chirp mass, defined by M := (m

1

m
2

)3/5/(m
1

+ m
2

)1/5

(where m
1

and m
2

( m
1

) denote each mass of the bi-
nary), is ⇡ 1.188+0.004

�0.002M� for the 90% credible inter-
val. This implies that the total mass m := m

1

+ m
2

=
2.729(⌘/0.25)�3/5M� � 2.729M�. Here, ⌘ denotes the
symmetric mass ratio defined by ⌘ := m

1

m
2

/m2( 0.25).
The mass ratio of the binary is not well constrained as
0.7–1.0 within the 90% credible interval under the as-
sumption that the dimensionless spin of each neutron star
is reasonably small ( 0.05). However, the values of ⌘
for this mass-ratio range are between 0.242 and 0.250.
This implies that the total mass is well constrained in
the range between ⇡ 2.73M� and ⇡ 2.78M� for the 90%
credible interval.

The luminosity distance to the source from the earth
is approximately D = 40+8

�14

Mpc [1], and follow-up op-
tical observations (e.g., Ref. [2]) found a counterpart of
this event and identified a S0 galaxy, NGC4993, as the
host galaxy. Since the sky location is accurately deter-
mined and the total signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the

gravitational-wave signal is as high as 32.4 [1], the incli-
nation angle of the binary orbital axis with respect to
our line of sight is constrained to be ◆ . 28� [1], and
the e↵ective distance to the source (after taking into ac-
count the orbital inclination and sky location with re-
spect to the detector’s orbital planes) is estimated to be
D

e↵

⇡ 57Mpc [1].

A large number of observations in the optical and
infra-red (IR) bands have been also carried out fol-
lowing the gravitational-wave detection (e.g., Refs. [3–
13]). These observations show that the emission proper-
ties are largely consistent with the macronova/kilonova
model [14, 15], suggesting that high-velocity, neutron-
rich matter of mass 0.01–0.1M� ejected from the
neutron-star mergers radioactively shines through the r-
process nucleosynthesis [16, 17] in the visible–IR bands
for 0.5–20 days after the merger, and that the spectrum
is broadly consistent with the quasi-thermal spectrum
with significant reddening. However, (i) the peak time
of the light curve is earlier than the expectation from a
macronova/kilonova model in which heavy r-process ele-
ments are appreciably synthesized and the typical value
of the opacity is expected to be  ⇡ 10 cm2/g due to
the appreciable presence of lanthanide elements [18–21],
and (ii) the peak luminosity is higher than what the typ-
ical scenarios have predicted for the dynamical ejecta of
binary neutron star mergers. A naive interpretation for
these observational results is that a fraction of the ejecta
is composed of lanthanide-poor material and the total
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CONSTRAINING THE MAXIMUM MASS OF NEUTRON STARS FROM MULTI-MESSENGER
OBSERVATIONS OF GW170817

Ben Margalit & Brian D. Metzger
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ABSTRACT

We combine electromagnetic (EM) and gravitational wave (GW) information on the binary neutron
star (NS) merger GW170817 in order to constrain the radii R

ns

and maximum mass M
max

of NSs.
GW170817 was followed by a range of EM counterparts, including a weak gamma-ray burst (GRB),
kilonova (KN) emission from the radioactive decay of the merger ejecta, and X-ray/radio emission
consistent with being the synchrotron afterglow of a more powerful o↵-axis jet. The type of compact
remnant produced in the immediate merger aftermath, and its predicted EM signal, depend sensitively
on the high-density NS equation of state (EOS). For a soft EOS which supports a low M

max

, the
merger undergoes a prompt collapse accompanied by a small quantity of shock-heated or disk wind
ejecta, inconsistent with the large quantity & 10�2M� of lanthanide-free ejecta inferred from the
KN. On the other hand, if M

max

is su�ciently large, then the merger product is a rapidly-rotating
supramassive NS (SMNS), which must spin-down before collapsing into a black hole. A fraction of
the enormous rotational energy necessarily released by the SMNS during this process is transferred
to the ejecta, either into the GRB jet (energy E

GRB

) or the KN ejecta (energy E
ej

), also inconsistent
with observations. By combining the total binary mass of GW170817 inferred from the GW signal
with conservative upper limits on E

GRB

and E
ej

from EM observations, we constrain the likelihood
probability of a wide-range of previously-allowed EOS. These two constraints delineate an allowed
region of the M

max

� R
ns

parameter space, which once marginalized over NS radius places an upper
limit of M

max

. 2.17M� (90%), which is tighter or arguably less model-dependent than other current
constraints.

1. INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 2017, the Advanced LIGO and Virgo
network of gravitational wave (GW) observatories dis-
covered the inspiral and coalescence of a binary neu-
tron star (BNS) system (LIGO Scientific Collaboration
& Virgo Collaboration 2017), dubbed GW170817. The
measured binary chirp mass was M

c

= 1.118+0.004
�0.002M�,

with larger uncertainties on the mass of the individ-
ual neutron star (NS) components and total mass of
M

1

= 1.36-1.60M�, M
2

= 1.17-1.36M�, and M
tot

=
M

1

+ M
2

= 2.74+0.04
�0.01M�, respectively. These masses

are derived under the prior of low dimensionless NS spin
(� . 0.05), characteristic of Galactic BNS systems.
The electromagnetic follow-up of GW170817 was sum-

marized in LIGO Scientific Collaboration et al. (2017a).
The Fermi and INTEGRAL satellites discovered a sub-
luminous gamma-ray burst (GRB) with a sky position
and temporal coincidence within . 2 seconds of the in-
ferred coalescence time of GW170817 (Goldstein et al.
2017; Savchenko et al. 2017; LIGO Scientific Collabora-
tion et al. 2017b). Eleven hours later, an optical coun-
terpart was discovered (Coulter et al. 2017; Allam et al.
2017; Yang et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017; Tanvir &
Levan 2017; Lipunov et al. 2017) with a luminosity, ther-
mal spectrum, and rapid temporal decay consistent with
those predicted for “kilonova” (KN) emission, powered
by the radioactive decay of heavy elements synthesized
in the merger ejecta (Li & Paczyński 1998; Metzger et al.
2010). The presence of both early-time visual (“blue”)

1 Department of Physics and Columbia Astrophysics Labora-
tory, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA. email:
btm2134@columbia.edu, bdm2129@columbia.edu

emission (Metzger et al. 2010) which transitioned to
near-infrared (“red”) emission (Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013) at late times requires at least
two distinct ejecta components consisting, respectively,
of light and heavy r-process nuclei (e.g. Cowperthwaite
et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Chornock et al. 2017;
Kasen et al. 2017; Drout et al. 2017; Kasliwal et al. 2017).
Rising X-ray (Troja et al. 2017; Margutti et al. 2017) and
radio (Hallinan et al. 2017; Alexander et al. 2017) emis-
sion was observed roughly two weeks after the merger,
consistent with delayed onset of the synchrotron after-
glow of a more powerful relativistic GRB whose emission
was initially relativistically beamed away from our line
of sight (e.g. van Eerten & MacFadyen 2011).
The discovery of GW170817 implies a BNS rate of

R
BNS

= 1540+3200

�1220

Gpc�3 yr�1, corresponding to ⇡
6�120 BNS mergers per year once LIGO/Virgo reach de-
sign sensitivity (LIGO Scientific Collaboration & Virgo
Collaboration 2017). This relatively high rate bodes well
for the prospects of several scientific objectives requir-
ing a large population of GW detections, such as “stan-
dard siren” measurements of the cosmic expansion his-
tory (Holz & Hughes 2005; Nissanke et al. 2010; LIGO
Scientific Collaboration et al. 2017c) or as probes of the
equation of state (EOS) of NSs (e.g. Read et al. 2009;
Hinderer et al. 2010; Bauswein & Janka 2012).
Uncertainties in the EOS limit our ability to predict

key properties of NSs, such as their radii and maximum
stable mass (e.g. Özel & Freire 2016). Methods to mea-
sure NS radii from GWs include searching for tidal e↵ects
on the waveform during the final stages of the BNS inspi-
ral (Hinderer et al. 2010; Damour & Nagar 2010; Damour
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ABSTRACT
Combining the GW observations of merging systems of binary neutron stars and quasi-universal relations, we

set constraints on the maximum mass that can be attained by nonrotating stellar models of neutron stars. More
specifically, exploiting the recent observation of the GW event GW 170817 and drawing from basic arguments
on kilonova modeling of GRB 170817A, together with the quasi-universal relation between the maximum mass
of nonrotating stellar models MTOV and the maximum mass supported through uniform rotation Mmax =�
1.20+0.02

�0.05

�
MTOV we set limits for the maximum mass to be 2.01+0.04

�0.04  MTOV/M� . 2.16+0.17
�0.15, where

the lower limit in this range comes from pulsar observations. Our estimate, which follows a very simple line of
arguments and does not rely on the modeling of the electromagnetic signal in terms of numerical simulations,
can be further refined as new detections become available. We briefly discuss the impact that our conclusions
have on the equation of state of nuclear matter.

1. INTRODUCTION

A long-awaited event took place on 2017 August 17: the
Advanced LIGO and Virgo network of GW detectors have
recorded the signal from the inspiral and merger of a binary
neutron-star (BNS) system (Abbott et al. 2017b). The cor-
related electromagnetic signals that have been recorded by
⇠ 70 astronomical observatories and satellites have provided
the striking confirmation that such mergers can be associ-
ated directly with the observation of short gamma-ray bursts
(SGRBs). This event has a double significance. First, it ef-
fectively marks the birth of multi-messenger GW astronomy.
Second, it provides important clues to solve the long-standing
puzzle of the origin of SGRBs (Eichler et al. 1989; Narayan
et al. 1992; Rezzolla et al. 2011; Berger 2014). Numerical
simulations in full general relativity of merging BNSs have
also played an important role in determining the solution of
this puzzle, and significant progress has been made over the
last decade to accurately simulate the late-inspiral, merger,
and post-merger dynamics of BNSs (see, e.g., Baiotti & Rez-
zolla (2017); Paschalidis (2017) for recent reviews).

Indeed, it is through the detailed analysis of the results of
these simulations that a number of recent suggestions have
been made on how to use the GW signal from merging BNSs
to deduce the properties of the system and, in particular, the
equation of state (EOS) of nuclear matter.

For instance, the changes in the phase evolution of the GW
signal during the inspiral, which depends on the tidal de-
formability of stellar matter will leave a characteristic im-
print on the GW signal (Read et al. 2013; Bernuzzi et al.
2014; Hinderer et al. 2016; Hotokezaka et al. 2016) or in the
post-merger phase. This imprint, such as the one associated
with the GW frequency at maximum amplitude (Read et al.
2013; Bernuzzi et al. 2014; Takami et al. 2015), can even
be quasi-universal in the sense that it depends only weakly
on the EOS. Similar considerations also apply for the post-
merger signal, where the GW spectrum exhibits characteristic
frequencies (Bauswein & Janka 2012; Takami et al. 2014),

1 Institut für Theoretische Physik, Max-von-Laue-Strasse 1, 60438
Frankfurt, Germany

2 Frankfurt Institute for Advanced Studies, Ruth-Moufang-Strasse 1,
60438 Frankfurt, Germany

some of which have been shown to have a quasi-universal be-
havior (Bernuzzi et al. 2014; Takami et al. 2014, 2015; Rez-
zolla & Takami 2016; Maione et al. 2017).

Much more subtle, however, has been the task of deter-
mining the precise fate of the binary merger product (BMP),
as this depends on a number of macroscopical factors, such
as the total mass and mass ratio of the BNS system of the
angular-velocity profile (Hanauske et al. 2017), but also of
microphysical ones, such as the efficiency of energy trans-
port via neutrinos (Palenzuela et al. 2015; Sekiguchi et al.
2016; Bovard et al. 2017) and the redistribution of angular
momentum via magnetic fields (Siegel et al. 2014; Palenzuela
et al. 2015; Endrizzi et al. 2016). While attempts have been
made to determine the mass of the binary that would lead to a
prompt collapse, i.e., to a black hole within few milliseconds
after merger, (see, e.g., Baiotti et al. (2008); Bauswein et al.
(2013)), or to determine the lifetime of the merged object (see,
e.g., Lasky et al. (2014); Ravi & Lasky (2014); Piro et al.
(2017)), the picture on the fate of the post-merger object is
still rather uncertain. What makes such a picture complicated
is the multiplicity of stable, unstable, and metastable equilib-
ria in which the merged object can find itself. The importance
of clarifying this picture, however, is that understanding the
ability of the merged object to sustain itself against gravita-
tional collapse is directly related to the maximum mass that
can be sustained against gravity, which depends on the under-
lying EOS.

In this Letter, we combine the recent GW observation of
the merging system of BNSs via the event GW 170817 (Ab-
bott et al. 2017b) with the existence of quasi-universal re-
lations regulating the equilibria of rotating and nonrotating
compact stars to set constraints on the maximum mass that
can be sustained by nonrotating stellar models of neutron
stars. More specifically, after defining the maximum mass
of nonrotating models, MTOV , and recalling that the maxi-
mum mass that can be supported through uniform rotation is
Mmax =

�
1.20+0.02

�0.02

�
MTOV independently of the EOS (Breu

& Rezzolla 2016), we deduce that when the merged object
collapses it has a core that is uniformly rotating and close
to the maximum mass of uniformly rotating configurations.
Then our range reduces considerably and sets the following
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The outcome of GW170817

•Sequences of equilibrium models 
of nonrotating stars will have a 
maximum mass: MTOV

• The product of GW170817 was likely a hypermassive star, i.e. a 
differentially rotating object with initial gravitational mass
M1 +M2 = 2.74+0.04

�0.01M�



The outcome of GW170817

•Sequences of equilibrium models 
of nonrotating stars will have a 
maximum mass: 

•This is true also for uniformly 
rotating stars at mass shedding 
limit: M

max

M
TOV

• The product of GW170817 was likely a hypermassive star, i.e. a 
differentially rotating object with initial gravitational mass
M1 +M2 = 2.74+0.04

�0.01M�

•          simple and quasi-
universal function of                   
(Breu & Rezzolla 2016)
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The outcome of GW170817

•Green region is for uniformly 
rotating equilibrium models.

•Salmon region is for differentially 
rotating equilibrium models.

• The product of GW170817 was likely a hypermassive star, i.e. a 
differentially rotating object with initial gravitational mass
M1 +M2 = 2.74+0.04

�0.01M�



The outcome of GW170817

•Green region is for uniformly 
rotating equilibrium models.

•Salmon region is for differentially 
rotating equilibrium models.

• Supramassive stars have 

• Hypermassive stars have
M > M

max

M > M
TOV

• The product of GW170817 was likely a hypermassive star, i.e. a 
differentially rotating object with initial gravitational mass
M1 +M2 = 2.74+0.04

�0.01M�
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The outcome of GW170817
•Merger product in GW170817 could have followed two possible 
tracks in diagram: fast (2) and slow (1)

•It rapidly produced a BH when 
still differentially rotating (2)

•It lost differential rotation leading 
to a uniformly rotating core (1).

•(1) is more likely because of 
large ejected mass (long lived).

•Final mass is near          and we 
know this is universal!
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The outcome of GW170817

•It rapidly produced a BH when 
still differentially rotating (2)

•It lost differential rotation leading 
to a uniformly rotating core (1).

•(1) is more likely because of 
large ejected mass (long lived).

•Final mass is near          and we 
know this is universal!

M
max

•Merger product in GW170817 could have followed two possible 
tracks in diagram: fast (2) and slow (1)

Cho, Bicknell, Science 2018



pulsar 
timing

universal relations 
and GW170817; 
similar estimates 
by other groups

•HMNS core has about 95% 
gravitational mass of
M1 +M2 = 2.74+0.04

�0.01M�

• The merger product of GW170817 was initially differentially 
rotating but collapsed as uniformly rotating object.

Mblue
ej = 0.014+0.010

�0.010 M�

•Ejected rest mass deduced 
from kilonova emission

•Use universal relations and 
account errors to obtain

Maximum mass constraint

2.01+0.04
�0.04  MTOV/M� . 2.16+0.17

�0.15

Rezzolla, ERM, LW (ApJL 2018)



Overview of different results

MARGALIT+
Baysian analysis + 
threshold mass < 2.17 Msun

SHIBATA+
numerical 
simulations < 2.25 Msun

REZZOLLA,
ERM,LW universal relations < 2.16 Msun

RUIZ+
Ruffini-Treves

mass limit < 2.17 Msun

Note: All groups use input from 
kilonova modelling

Bottom line:
Mmax ~ 2.2 Msun



Radius constraints from 
GW170817:

A Frankfurt perspective
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low-spin case and (1.0, 0.7) in the high-spin case. Further
analysis is required to establish the uncertainties of these
tighter bounds, and a detailed studyof systematics is a subject
of ongoing work.
Preliminary comparisons with waveform models under

development [171,173–177] also suggest the post-
Newtonian model used will systematically overestimate
the value of the tidal deformabilities. Therefore, based on
our current understanding of the physics of neutron stars,
we consider the post-Newtonian results presented in this
Letter to be conservative upper limits on tidal deform-
ability. Refinements should be possible as our knowledge
and models improve.

V. IMPLICATIONS

A. Astrophysical rate

Our analyses identified GW170817 as the only BNS-
mass signal detected in O2 with a false alarm rate below
1=100 yr. Using a method derived from [27,178,179], and
assuming that the mass distribution of the components of
BNS systems is flat between 1 and 2 M⊙ and their
dimensionless spins are below 0.4, we are able to infer
the local coalescence rate density R of BNS systems.
Incorporating the upper limit of 12600 Gpc−3 yr−1 from O1
as a prior, R ¼ 1540þ3200

−1220 Gpc−3 yr−1. Our findings are

consistent with the rate inferred from observations of
galactic BNS systems [19,20,155,180].
From this inferred rate, the stochastic background of

gravitational wave s produced by unresolved BNS mergers
throughout the history of the Universe should be compa-
rable in magnitude to the stochastic background produced
by BBH mergers [181,182]. As the advanced detector
network improves in sensitivity in the coming years, the
total stochastic background from BNS and BBH mergers
should be detectable [183].

B. Remnant

Binary neutron star mergers may result in a short- or long-
lived neutron star remnant that could emit gravitational
waves following the merger [184–190]. The ringdown of
a black hole formed after the coalescence could also produce
gravitational waves, at frequencies around 6 kHz, but the
reduced interferometer response at high frequencies makes
their observation unfeasible. Consequently, searches have
been made for short (tens of ms) and intermediate duration
(≤ 500 s) gravitational-wave signals from a neutron star
remnant at frequencies up to 4 kHz [75,191,192]. For the
latter, the data examined start at the time of the coalescence
and extend to the end of the observing run on August 25,
2017. With the time scales and methods considered so far
[193], there is no evidence of a postmerger signal of

FIG. 5. Probability density for the tidal deformability parameters of the high and low mass components inferred from the detected
signals using the post-Newtonian model. Contours enclosing 90% and 50% of the probability density are overlaid (dashed lines). The
diagonal dashed line indicates the Λ1 ¼ Λ2 boundary. The Λ1 and Λ2 parameters characterize the size of the tidally induced mass
deformations of each star and are proportional to k2ðR=mÞ5. Constraints are shown for the high-spin scenario jχj ≤ 0.89 (left panel) and
for the low-spin jχj ≤ 0.05 (right panel). As a comparison, we plot predictions for tidal deformability given by a set of representative
equations of state [156–160] (shaded filled regions), with labels following [161], all of which support stars of 2.01M⊙. Under the
assumption that both components are neutron stars, we apply the function ΛðmÞ prescribed by that equation of state to the 90% most
probable region of the component mass posterior distributions shown in Fig. 4. EOS that produce less compact stars, such as MS1 and
MS1b, predict Λ values outside our 90% contour.
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⇤̃1.4 < 800

From M and q, we obtain a measure of the component
masses m1 ∈ ð1.36; 2.26ÞM⊙ and m2 ∈ ð0.86; 1.36ÞM⊙,
shown in Fig. 4. As discussed in Sec. I, these values are
within the range of known neutron-star masses and below
those of known black holes. In combination with electro-
magnetic observations, we regard this as evidence of the
BNS nature of GW170817.
The fastest-spinning known neutron star has a dimension-

less spin≲0.4 [153], and the possible BNS J1807-2500B has
spin≲0.2 [154], after allowing for a broad range of equations
of state. However, among BNS that will merge within a
Hubble time, PSR J0737-3039A [155] has the most extreme
spin, less than ∼0.04 after spin-down is extrapolated to
merger. If we restrict the spin magnitude in our analysis to
jχj ≤ 0.05, consistent with the observed population, we
recover the mass ratio q ∈ ð0.7; 1.0Þ and component masses
m1 ∈ ð1.36;1.60ÞM⊙ andm2 ∈ ð1.17; 1.36ÞM⊙ (see Fig. 4).
We also recover χeff ∈ ð−0.01; 0.02Þ, where the upper limit
is consistent with the low-spin prior.
Our first analysis allows the tidal deformabilities of the

high-mass and low-mass component, Λ1 and Λ2, to vary
independently. Figure 5 shows the resulting 90% and
50% contours on the posterior distribution with the
post-Newtonian waveform model for the high-spin and

low-spin priors. As a comparison, we show predictions
coming from a set of candidate equations of state for
neutron-star matter [156–160], generated using fits from
[161]. All EOS support masses of 2.01# 0.04M⊙.
Assuming that both components are neutron stars described
by the same equation of state, a single function ΛðmÞ is
computed from the static l ¼ 2 perturbation of a Tolman-
Oppenheimer-Volkoff solution [103]. The shaded regions in
Fig. 5 represent the values of the tidal deformabilitiesΛ1 and
Λ2 generated using an equation of state from the 90% most
probable fraction of the values ofm1 andm2, consistent with
the posterior shown in Fig. 4. We find that our constraints on
Λ1 and Λ2 disfavor equations of state that predict less
compact stars, since the mass range we recover generates
Λ values outside the 90% probability region. This is con-
sistent with radius constraints from x-ray observations of
neutron stars [162–166]. Analysis methods, in development,
that a priori assume the same EOS governs both stars should
improve our constraints [167].
To leading order in Λ1 and Λ2, the gravitational-wave

phase is determined by the parameter

~Λ ¼ 16

13

ðm1 þ 12m2Þm4
1Λ1 þ ðm2 þ 12m1Þm4

2Λ2

ðm1 þm2Þ5
ð1Þ

[101,117]. Assuming a uniform prior on ~Λ, we place a 90%
upper limit of ~Λ ≤ 800 in the low-spin case and ~Λ ≤ 700 in
the high-spin case. We can also constrain the functionΛðmÞ
more directly by expanding ΛðmÞ linearly about m ¼
1.4M⊙ (as in [112,115]), which gives Λð1.4M⊙Þ ≤ 1400
for the high-spin prior and Λð1.4M⊙Þ ≤ 800 for the low-
spin prior. A 95% upper bound inferred with the low-spin
prior, Λð1.4M⊙Þ ≤ 970, begins to compete with the 95%
upper bound of 1000 derived from x-ray observations
in [168].
Since the energy emitted in gravitational waves depends

critically on the EOS of neutron-star matter, with a wide
range consistent with constraints above, we are only able to
place a lower bound on the energy emitted before the onset
of strong tidal effects at fGW∼600Hz asErad > 0.025M⊙c2.
This is consistent with Erad obtained from numerical
simulations and fits for BNS systems consistent with
GW170817 [114,169–171].
We estimate systematic errors from waveform modeling

by comparing the post-Newtonian results with parameters
recovered using an effective-one-body model [124] aug-
mented with tidal effects extracted from numerical relativity
with hydrodynamics [172]. This does not change the
90% credible intervals for component masses and effective
spin under low-spin priors, but in the case of high-spin priors,
we obtain the more restrictive m1 ∈ ð1.36; 1.93ÞM⊙, m2 ∈
ð0.99; 1.36ÞM⊙, and χeff ∈ ð0.0; 0.09Þ. Recovered tidal
deformabilities indicate shifts in the posterior distributions
towards smaller values, with upper bounds for ~Λ and
Λð1.4M⊙Þ reduced by a factor of roughly (0.8, 0.8) in the

FIG. 4. Two-dimensional posterior distribution for the compo-
nent massesm1 andm2 in the rest frame of the source for the low-
spin scenario (jχj < 0.05, blue) and the high-spin scenario
(jχj < 0.89, red). The colored contours enclose 90% of the
probability from the joint posterior probability density function
for m1 and m2. The shape of the two dimensional posterior is
determined by a line of constant M and its width is determined
by the uncertainty inM. The widths of the marginal distributions
(shown on axes, dashed lines enclose 90% probability away from
equal mass of 1.36M⊙) is strongly affected by the choice of spin
priors. The result using the low-spin prior (blue) is consistent with
the masses of all known binary neutron star systems.
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How is BH-BH different from NS-NS?
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How is BH-BH different from NS-NS?

Neutron stars in binary 
are tidally deformed by 

companion
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r3 P2 (cos θ)Q : quadrupole moment
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low-spin case and (1.0, 0.7) in the high-spin case. Further
analysis is required to establish the uncertainties of these
tighter bounds, and a detailed studyof systematics is a subject
of ongoing work.
Preliminary comparisons with waveform models under

development [171,173–177] also suggest the post-
Newtonian model used will systematically overestimate
the value of the tidal deformabilities. Therefore, based on
our current understanding of the physics of neutron stars,
we consider the post-Newtonian results presented in this
Letter to be conservative upper limits on tidal deform-
ability. Refinements should be possible as our knowledge
and models improve.

V. IMPLICATIONS

A. Astrophysical rate

Our analyses identified GW170817 as the only BNS-
mass signal detected in O2 with a false alarm rate below
1=100 yr. Using a method derived from [27,178,179], and
assuming that the mass distribution of the components of
BNS systems is flat between 1 and 2 M⊙ and their
dimensionless spins are below 0.4, we are able to infer
the local coalescence rate density R of BNS systems.
Incorporating the upper limit of 12600 Gpc−3 yr−1 from O1
as a prior, R ¼ 1540þ3200

−1220 Gpc−3 yr−1. Our findings are

consistent with the rate inferred from observations of
galactic BNS systems [19,20,155,180].
From this inferred rate, the stochastic background of

gravitational wave s produced by unresolved BNS mergers
throughout the history of the Universe should be compa-
rable in magnitude to the stochastic background produced
by BBH mergers [181,182]. As the advanced detector
network improves in sensitivity in the coming years, the
total stochastic background from BNS and BBH mergers
should be detectable [183].

B. Remnant

Binary neutron star mergers may result in a short- or long-
lived neutron star remnant that could emit gravitational
waves following the merger [184–190]. The ringdown of
a black hole formed after the coalescence could also produce
gravitational waves, at frequencies around 6 kHz, but the
reduced interferometer response at high frequencies makes
their observation unfeasible. Consequently, searches have
been made for short (tens of ms) and intermediate duration
(≤ 500 s) gravitational-wave signals from a neutron star
remnant at frequencies up to 4 kHz [75,191,192]. For the
latter, the data examined start at the time of the coalescence
and extend to the end of the observing run on August 25,
2017. With the time scales and methods considered so far
[193], there is no evidence of a postmerger signal of

FIG. 5. Probability density for the tidal deformability parameters of the high and low mass components inferred from the detected
signals using the post-Newtonian model. Contours enclosing 90% and 50% of the probability density are overlaid (dashed lines). The
diagonal dashed line indicates the Λ1 ¼ Λ2 boundary. The Λ1 and Λ2 parameters characterize the size of the tidally induced mass
deformations of each star and are proportional to k2ðR=mÞ5. Constraints are shown for the high-spin scenario jχj ≤ 0.89 (left panel) and
for the low-spin jχj ≤ 0.05 (right panel). As a comparison, we plot predictions for tidal deformability given by a set of representative
equations of state [156–160] (shaded filled regions), with labels following [161], all of which support stars of 2.01M⊙. Under the
assumption that both components are neutron stars, we apply the function ΛðmÞ prescribed by that equation of state to the 90% most
probable region of the component mass posterior distributions shown in Fig. 4. EOS that produce less compact stars, such as MS1 and
MS1b, predict Λ values outside our 90% contour.
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Light curves
rate for this mass of r-process material, Mr–p, is
plotted in Fig. 4A.
Although heating from ~0.01 M⊙ of r-process

ejecta could explain thepeak observed luminosity,
it would have several further consequences. First,
the fast rise (<0.5 days) would require that the
specific opacity, k, of this material be less than
~0.08 cm2 g–1 (34). The opacity is strongly de-
pendent on the presence of lanthanide elements,
because they have a large number of bound-
bound transitions due to the presence of an open
f shell (37). This low inferred opacity would thus
imply that the early ejecta cannot be lanthanide-
rich. Then, the abundance of lanthanides is
strongly dependent on the neutron richness of
the ejecta, often expressed as the electron frac-
tion Ye, where Ye = 0.5 for symmetric matter
(equal proportions of neutrons and protons) and
Ye = 0 for pure neutrons. To produce material
with such lowopacity that is relatively lanthanide-
free would require Ye ≳ 0:3.
Second, this low inferred opacity would cause

the associated material to quickly become op-
tically thin (within ~2 days, when SSS17a is blue/
hot). A low optical depth is inconsistent with the
continuing optical emission that we observed
over the following weeks from SSS17a, so this
model necessitates an additional higher-opacity
component. Comparing the r-process heating to
the later light curve yields a mass estimate of
0.05 ± 0.02M⊙ (Fig. 4A), but for SSS17a to remain
optically thick for a time scale of 2 to 3 weeks
requires an opacity k ≳ 5cm3g!1 . The evolution
of the light curve over this time interval therefore
constitutes evidence for a second, lanthanide-rich
component, which dominates at later times when
the SSS17a is red/cool.
Such two-component ejecta are generally ex-

pected for neutron star mergers (38, 39). This
structure could correspond to two distinct phys-
ical components, where the lanthanide-rich com-
ponent arises from material ejected on dynamical
time scales via processes such as tidal forces (40)
and the lanthanide-free component forms on
longer time scales (~seconds), such as from the
accretion disk wind (41). Alternatively, both of
these compositional components could arise
from the same dynamical ejecta (42, 43). The exact
contribution of each component to the observed
light curve depends on themass ratio of the merg-
ingbinary, aswell as the orientation relative to the
line of sight (44). For example, it is possible that
the blue component could be underestimated if it
is partially obscured/absorbed by the material
producing the red component. Detailed mod-
eling, which accounts for these degeneracies, is
presented in a companion paper (45).
Figure 4C shows the evolution of the mea-

sured radii. A comparison to model curves for
material moving at 10, 20, and 30% of the speed
of light indicates that the photosphere expands
at relativistic speeds in the first few days. How-
ever, after about 5 days, the photosphere begins
moving inward. This behavior is reminiscent of
hydrogen-rich core-collapse supernovae after hy-
drogen recombination (46), and a similar process
may be occurring here. In the case of an r-process

powered transient, recombination of the open
f-shell lanthanide elements, such as neodymium,
is expected to begin at a temperature of ~2500 K
(37). These ionized elements are the dominant
opacity source, so the recombination causes the
opacity to decline rapidly and the photosphere to
move inward. This interpretation is corroborated
by the effective temperature of ~2500 K that we
measure from the SED for t > 5 days and supports

our assumption of a roughly constant temper-
ature throughout the remainder of the evolution.
Other processes have been considered for pro-

viding an optical counterpart to neutron star
mergers, including magnetic dipole spin-down,
heating from radioactive nickel, and cocoon
emission [e.g., (47–49)]. These models must be
compared with our detailed observations as well.
For instance, luminosity poweredby the spin-down
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the UV to near-IR
SED of SSS17a. (A) The vertical axis, log
Fl,o, is the logarithm of the observed
flux. Fluxes have been corrected for
foreground Milky Way extinction (34).
Detections are plotted as filled symbols,
and upper limits for the third epoch
(1.0 days postmerger) as downward
pointing arrows. Less-constraining upper
limits at other epochs are not plotted
for clarity. Between 0.5 and 8.5 days after
the merger, the peak of the SED shifts
from the near-UV (<4500 Å) to the near-IR
(>1 mm) and fades by a factor >70. The
SED is broadly consistent with a thermal
distribution, and the colored curves repre-
sent best-fitting blackbody models at each
epoch. In 24 hours after the discovery of
SSS17a, the observed color temperature
falls from ≳ 10,000 K to ~5000 K. The
epoch and best-fitting blackbody temper-
ature (rounded to 100 K) are listed. SEDs
for each epoch are also plotted individually
in fig. S2 and described in (34). (B) Filter
transmission functions for the observed photometric bands.
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Fig. 4. Physical parameters derived from the
UV to near-IR SEDs of SSS17. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the time of merger and 4 days
postmerger, between which SSS17a undergoes
a period of rapid expansion and cooling. (A)
Pseudo-bolometric light curve evolution; repre-
sentative r-process radioactive heating curves
are also shown. Although the initial observed
peak is consistent with ~0.01 M⊙ of r-process
material (blue curve), this underpredicts the
luminosity at later times. Instead, the late-time
(>4 days) light curve matches radioactive
heating from 0.05 ± 0.02 M⊙ of r-process
material (red curve). (B) Best-fitting blackbody
model temperatures. At 11 hours after the
merger, SSS17a is consistent with a blackbody
of ≳ 10,000 K. Between 4.5 and 8.5 days, the
temperature asymptotically approaches ~2500 K,
the temperature at which open f-shell lan-
thanide elements are expected to recombine.
Radii and luminosities beyond 8.5 days are
computed assuming a temperature of

2500þ500
!1000 K and are plotted as squares. This

temperature range is highlighted by the orange
horizontal band. (C) Best-fitting blackbody
model radii. Curved lines represent the radius of material moving at 10, 20, and 30% the speed of
light. At early times the increase in radius with time implies that the ejecta are expanding
relativistically. After ~5 days, the measured radii decrease, likely due to recombination.
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rate for this mass of r-process material, Mr–p, is
plotted in Fig. 4A.
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component. Comparing the r-process heating to
the later light curve yields a mass estimate of
0.05 ± 0.02M⊙ (Fig. 4A), but for SSS17a to remain
optically thick for a time scale of 2 to 3 weeks
requires an opacity k ≳ 5cm3g!1 . The evolution
of the light curve over this time interval therefore
constitutes evidence for a second, lanthanide-rich
component, which dominates at later times when
the SSS17a is red/cool.
Such two-component ejecta are generally ex-

pected for neutron star mergers (38, 39). This
structure could correspond to two distinct phys-
ical components, where the lanthanide-rich com-
ponent arises from material ejected on dynamical
time scales via processes such as tidal forces (40)
and the lanthanide-free component forms on
longer time scales (~seconds), such as from the
accretion disk wind (41). Alternatively, both of
these compositional components could arise
from the same dynamical ejecta (42, 43). The exact
contribution of each component to the observed
light curve depends on themass ratio of the merg-
ingbinary, aswell as the orientation relative to the
line of sight (44). For example, it is possible that
the blue component could be underestimated if it
is partially obscured/absorbed by the material
producing the red component. Detailed mod-
eling, which accounts for these degeneracies, is
presented in a companion paper (45).
Figure 4C shows the evolution of the mea-

sured radii. A comparison to model curves for
material moving at 10, 20, and 30% of the speed
of light indicates that the photosphere expands
at relativistic speeds in the first few days. How-
ever, after about 5 days, the photosphere begins
moving inward. This behavior is reminiscent of
hydrogen-rich core-collapse supernovae after hy-
drogen recombination (46), and a similar process
may be occurring here. In the case of an r-process

powered transient, recombination of the open
f-shell lanthanide elements, such as neodymium,
is expected to begin at a temperature of ~2500 K
(37). These ionized elements are the dominant
opacity source, so the recombination causes the
opacity to decline rapidly and the photosphere to
move inward. This interpretation is corroborated
by the effective temperature of ~2500 K that we
measure from the SED for t > 5 days and supports

our assumption of a roughly constant temper-
ature throughout the remainder of the evolution.
Other processes have been considered for pro-

viding an optical counterpart to neutron star
mergers, including magnetic dipole spin-down,
heating from radioactive nickel, and cocoon
emission [e.g., (47–49)]. These models must be
compared with our detailed observations as well.
For instance, luminosity poweredby the spin-down
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Fig. 3. Evolution of the UV to near-IR
SED of SSS17a. (A) The vertical axis, log
Fl,o, is the logarithm of the observed
flux. Fluxes have been corrected for
foreground Milky Way extinction (34).
Detections are plotted as filled symbols,
and upper limits for the third epoch
(1.0 days postmerger) as downward
pointing arrows. Less-constraining upper
limits at other epochs are not plotted
for clarity. Between 0.5 and 8.5 days after
the merger, the peak of the SED shifts
from the near-UV (<4500 Å) to the near-IR
(>1 mm) and fades by a factor >70. The
SED is broadly consistent with a thermal
distribution, and the colored curves repre-
sent best-fitting blackbody models at each
epoch. In 24 hours after the discovery of
SSS17a, the observed color temperature
falls from ≳ 10,000 K to ~5000 K. The
epoch and best-fitting blackbody temper-
ature (rounded to 100 K) are listed. SEDs
for each epoch are also plotted individually
in fig. S2 and described in (34). (B) Filter
transmission functions for the observed photometric bands.
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Fig. 4. Physical parameters derived from the
UV to near-IR SEDs of SSS17. Vertical dashed
lines indicate the time of merger and 4 days
postmerger, between which SSS17a undergoes
a period of rapid expansion and cooling. (A)
Pseudo-bolometric light curve evolution; repre-
sentative r-process radioactive heating curves
are also shown. Although the initial observed
peak is consistent with ~0.01 M⊙ of r-process
material (blue curve), this underpredicts the
luminosity at later times. Instead, the late-time
(>4 days) light curve matches radioactive
heating from 0.05 ± 0.02 M⊙ of r-process
material (red curve). (B) Best-fitting blackbody
model temperatures. At 11 hours after the
merger, SSS17a is consistent with a blackbody
of ≳ 10,000 K. Between 4.5 and 8.5 days, the
temperature asymptotically approaches ~2500 K,
the temperature at which open f-shell lan-
thanide elements are expected to recombine.
Radii and luminosities beyond 8.5 days are
computed assuming a temperature of

2500þ500
!1000 K and are plotted as squares. This

temperature range is highlighted by the orange
horizontal band. (C) Best-fitting blackbody
model radii. Curved lines represent the radius of material moving at 10, 20, and 30% the speed of
light. At early times the increase in radius with time implies that the ejecta are expanding
relativistically. After ~5 days, the measured radii decrease, likely due to recombination.
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Figure 1. Remnant disk plus dynamic ejecta masses (upper
panel) and BH formation time (lower panel) plotted against the
tidal parameter ⇤̃ (Eq. 1). For models that do not collapse during
our simulation time, we give a lower limit. The horizontal dashed
line shows a conservative lower limit for AT2017gfo, 0.05M�, ob-
tained assuming that the entire disk is unbound. The vertical
dotted line is ⇤̃ = 400.

parameter ⇤̃. Our results indicate that binaries with
⇤̃ . 450 inevitably produce BHs with small . 10�2 M�
accretion disks. These cases are incompatible with the
infrared data for AT2017gfo, even under the assumption
that all of the matter left outside of the event horizon
will be ejected.
The reason for this trend is easily understood from the

lower panel of Fig. 1. The NS dimensionless quadrupo-
lar tidal parameters depend on the negative-fifth power
of the NS compactness (GM/R c2; Eq. 2). Consequently,
small values of ⇤̃ are associated with binary systems hav-
ing compact NSs that result in rapid or prompt BH for-
mation. In these cases, the collapse happens on a shorter
timescale than the hydrodynamic processes responsible
for the formation of the disk. Consequently, only a small
amount of mass is left outside of the event horizon at the
end of the simulations.
Binaries with larger values of ⇤̃ produce more mas-

sive disks, up to ⇠0.2 M�, and longer lived remnants.
In these cases, neutrino driven winds and viscous and
magnetic processes in the disk are expected to unbind
su�cient material to explain the optical and infrared ob-
servations for AT2017gfo (Perego et al. 2014; Wu et al.
2016; Siegel & Metzger 2017).

4. DISCUSSION

On the basis of our simulations we can conservatively
conclude that values of ⇤̃ smaller than 400 are excluded.
Together with the LIGO-Virgo constraints on ⇤̃ (Abbott
et al. 2017b), this result already yields a strong constraint
on the EOS.
To illustrate this, we notice that, since the chirp mass

of the binary progenitor of GW170817 is well measured,
for any given EOS the predicted ⇤̃ reduces to a simple

Figure 2. Tidal parameter ⇤̃ (Eq. 1) as a function of the mass
ratio q for a fixed chirp mass Mchirp = 1.188 M�. The shaded
region shows the region excluded with 90% confidence level by the
LIGO-Virgo observations (Abbott et al. 2017b), with the addi-
tional constraint of ⇤̃ � 400 derived from the simulations and the
EM observations. EOSs whose curves enter this region are disfa-
vored. EOSs are sorted for decreasing ⇤̃ at q = 1, i.e., H4 is the
sti↵est EOS in our sample, and FPS is the softest.

function of the mass ratio, that is,

⇤̃ = ⇤̃ (q,Mchirp = 1.188M�; EOS) . (3)

We consider a set of 12 EOSs: the four used in the sim-
ulations and other eight from Read et al. (2009). We
compute ⇤̃(q) for each and show the resulting curves in
Fig. 2. There, we also show the upper bound on ⇤̃ from
the GW observations as well as the newly estimated lower
bound from the EM data. On the one hand, sti↵ EOSs,
such as H4 and HB, are already disfavored on the basis
of the GW data alone. On the other hand, EOS as soft
as FPS and APR4 are also tentatively excluded on the
basis of the EM observations6. Soft EOS commonly used
in simulations, such as SFHo and SLy, lay at the lower
boundary of the allowed region, while DD2 and BHB⇤�
are on the upper boundary.
Our results show that NR simulations are key to

exploting the potential of multimessenger observations
While GW data bounds the tidal deformability of NSs
from above, the EM data and our simulations bound it
from below. The result is a competitive constraint al-
ready after the first detection of a merger event. Our
method is general, it can be applied to future obser-
vations and used to inform the priors used in the GW
data analysis. We anticipate that, with more observa-
tions and more precise simulations, the bounds on the
tidal deformability of NSs will be further improved.
The physics setting the lower bound on ⇤̃ is well un-

derstood and under control in our simulations. How-
ever, there might still be systematic errors in our results.
Large components of the NS spins parallel to the or-
bital plane are not expected, but also not constrained

6 Note that FPS is also excluded because it predicts a maximum
NS mass smaller than 2 M�.
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dimensionless quantity (Favata 2014)
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which is inferred to be smaller than 800 at the 90% con-
fidence level (Abbott et al. 2017b). In the previous equa-
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are the dimensionless quadrupolar tidal parameters,

where k(i)2 are the quadrupolar tidal polarizability co-
e�cients for each star. The fate of the merger remnant
is not known. The postmerger high-frequency GWs were
too weak to be detected, so information on the remnant
is not available from GW observations (Abbott et al.
2017d).
The optical and infrared electromagnetic (EM) data

is well explained by the radioactive decay of ⇠0.05 M�
of material (Chornock et al. 2017; Cowperthwaite et al.
2017; Drout et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Rosswog et al.
2017; Tanaka et al. 2017; Tanvir et al. 2017; Villar et al.
2017). UV/optical light curve modeling of the early emis-
sions, hours to days after merger, points to the presence
of a relatively fast, v ' 0.3 c, M ' 0.02 M�, compo-
nent of the outflow (Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Drout
et al. 2017; Nicholl et al. 2017; Villar et al. 2017). The
modeling of the later optical/infrared data points to the
presence of at least another component of the outflow
with v ' 0.1 c and M ' 0.04 M� (Chornock et al. 2017;
Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Drout et al. 2017; Villar et al.
2017). The inferred e↵ective opacities for these two (or
more) outflow components suggest that they had di↵er-
ent compositions and, possibly, di↵erent origins.
GR simulations indicate that only up to ⇠0.01 M� of

material can be unbound dynamically during the merger
itself (Hotokezaka et al. 2013; Bauswein et al. 2013;
Radice et al. 2016; Lehner et al. 2016; Sekiguchi et al.
2016; Dietrich et al. 2017b; Bovard et al. 2017), although
larger ejecta masses can be reached for small mass ratios
q . 0.6 (Dietrich et al. 2017c). The largest ejecta masses
are obtained for soft EOSs. In these cases, the outflows
are fast, v ' (0.2�0.4) c, shock heated, and re-processed
by neutrinos (Sekiguchi et al. 2015; Radice et al. 2016;
Foucart et al. 2016). Consequently, the dynamic ejecta
can potentially explain the UV/optical emissions in the
first hours to days. The inferred properties for the out-
flow component powering the optical/infrared emission
on a days to weeks timescale are more easily explained by
neutrino, viscous, or magnetically driven outflows from
the merger remnant (Dessart et al. 2009; Siegel et al.
2014; Just et al. 2015; Perego et al. 2014; Wu et al. 2016;
Siegel & Metzger 2017; Lippuner et al. 2017). Detailed
modeling suggests that a disk mass of at least 0.08M�
is required to explain AT2017gfo (Perego, Radice, and
Bernuzzi, ApJL submitted, 2017).

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

We perform 29 merger simulations using the GR hy-
drodynamics code WhiskyTHC (Radice & Rezzolla 2012;
Radice et al. 2014a,b). We consider both equal and

Table 1
BH formation time and disk masses for all models. Values are

given at the final simulation time.

EOS MA MB ⇤̃a Mdisk
b Mej

c tBH
d tende

[M�] [10�2 M�] [ms]

BHB⇤� 1.365 1.25 1028 18.73 0.06 � 23.98
BHB⇤� 1.35 1.35 857 14.45 0.07 � 21.26
BHB⇤� 1.4 1.2 1068 20.74 0.11 � 23.74
BHB⇤� 1.4 1.4 697 7.05 0.09 11.96 16.39
BHB⇤� 1.44 1.39 655 8.28 0.06 10.39 15.77
BHB⇤� 1.5 1.5 462 1.93 0.05 2.27 11.78
BHB⇤� 1.6 1.6 306 0.09 0.00 0.99 10.67
DD2 1.365 1.25 1028 20.83 0.04 � 24.24
DD2 1.35 1.35 858 15.69 0.03 � 24.41
DD2 1.4 1.2 1070 19.26 0.09 � 23.59
DD2 1.4 1.4 699 12.36 0.04 � 24.52
DD2 1.44 1.39 658 14.40 0.05 � 23.52
DD2 1.5 1.5 469 16.70 0.07 � 23.12
DD2 1.6 1.6 317 1.96 0.12 2.28 12.08
LS220 1.2 1.2 1439 17.43 0.14 � 23.22
LS220 1.365 1.25 848 16.86 0.11 � 26.71
LS220 1.35 1.35 684 7.25 0.06 20.34 23.84
LS220 1.4 1.2 893 22.82 0.19 � 23.52
LS220 1.4 1.4 536 4.58 0.14 9.93 26.95
LS220 1.44 1.39 499 3.91 0.19 7.22 14.83
LS220 1.45 1.45 421 2.05 0.16 2.26 11.83
LS220 1.6 1.6 202 0.07 0.03 0.63 10.42
LS220 1.71 1.71 116 0.06 0.03 0.49 9.94
SFHo 1.365 1.25 520 8.81 0.15 � 26.41
SFHo 1.35 1.35 422 6.23 0.35 11.96 22.88
SFHo 1.4 1.2 546 11.73 0.12 � 24.31
SFHo 1.4 1.4 334 0.01 0.04 1.07 13.91
SFHo 1.44 1.39 312 0.09 0.04 0.87 7.06
SFHo 1.46 1.46 252 0.02 0.00 0.70 9.51

aDimensionless tidal parameter, Eq. (1).
bGravitationally bound material with ⇢  1013 g cm�3 outside
of the apparent horizon.
cDynamic ejecta mass, computed as from the flux of unbound

matter through the coordinate-sphere r = 443 km.
dBH formation time, in milliseconds after merger.
eFinal simulation time, in milliseconds after merger.

unequal mass configurations, and we adopt 4 tempera-
ture and composition dependent nuclear EOSs spanning
the range of the nuclear uncertainties: the DD2 EOS
(Typel et al. 2010; Hempel & Scha↵ner-Bielich 2010),
the BHB⇤� EOS (Banik et al. 2014), the LS220 EOS
(Lattimer & Swesty 1991), and the SFHo EOS (Steiner
et al. 2013). This is the largest dataset of simulations
performed in full-GR and with realistic microphysics to
date. Neutrino cooling and Ye evolution are treated as
discussed in Radice et al. (2016). The computational
setup is the same as in Radice et al. (2017a). The resolu-
tion of the grid regions covering the NSs and the merger
remnant is ' 185 m. We verify the robustness of our
results and estimate the numerical uncertainties by per-
forming 6 additional simulations at 25% higher resolu-
tion. A more detailed account of these simulations will
be given elsewhere (Radice et al., in prep. 2017). A sum-
mary of the simulations is given in Tab. 1.
We compute the mass of the dynamic ejecta and of the

remnant accretion disk for each model. Our results are
shown in Tab. 1 and Fig. 1. The typical dynamic ejecta
mass in our simulations are of the order of ⇠10�3 M�,
in good qualitative agreement with previous numerical
relativity results. We do not find any clear indication
of a trend in the dynamic ejecta masses as a function
of the binary parameters or EOS. However, we find a
clear correlation between the disk masses and the tidal

Errors unclear
Might be as low as ~200

(Coughlin+ 2018)

•Consistency with kilonova 
modelling (mass ejection) 
requires lower limit on 
tidal deformability



Limits on radii and deformabilities
•Constraining NS radii of neutron stars is an effort with 
thousands of papers published over the last 40 years.

•Question is deeply related with EOS of nuclear matter. 
•Can new constraints be set by GW170817?
•Ignorance can be 
parameterised and 
EOSs can be built 
arbitrarily as long as 
they satisfy specific 
constraints on low 
and high densities.
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•Can impose 
differential 
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maximum 
mass and 
from the tidal 
deformability 
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GW170817

•We have produced 106 EOSs with about 109 stellar models.

Mass-radius relations

ERM, LW,  Rezzolla, Schaffner-Bielich(PRL 2018)



•Closer look at a mass of M = 1.40M�
<latexit sha1_base64="Uzc+rhc1f0bFu2rYuQpBPL1sQbs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwICGRgnoQil68FCoYW2hC2Gw27dJNNuxulBL7U7x4UPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy/MGJXKtr+NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9es7d1LngtMXMwZF90QScJoSlxFFSPdTBCUhIx0wuH1xO88ECEpT+/UKCN+gvopjSlGSkuBWWtdOlbD9k5aQeHxiKtxYNZty54CLhKnJHVQoh2YX17EcZ6QVGGGpOw5dqb8AglFMSPjqpdLkiE8RH3S0zRFCZF+MT19DI+0EsGYC12pglP190SBEilHSag7E6QGct6biP95vVzF535B0yxXJMWzRXHOoOJwkgOMqCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdV1SE48y8vEvfUurCc20a9eVWmUQEH4BAcAwecgSa4AW3gAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs9Ylo5zZB39gfP4A7NaStA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uzc+rhc1f0bFu2rYuQpBPL1sQbs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwICGRgnoQil68FCoYW2hC2Gw27dJNNuxulBL7U7x4UPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy/MGJXKtr+NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9es7d1LngtMXMwZF90QScJoSlxFFSPdTBCUhIx0wuH1xO88ECEpT+/UKCN+gvopjSlGSkuBWWtdOlbD9k5aQeHxiKtxYNZty54CLhKnJHVQoh2YX17EcZ6QVGGGpOw5dqb8AglFMSPjqpdLkiE8RH3S0zRFCZF+MT19DI+0EsGYC12pglP190SBEilHSag7E6QGct6biP95vVzF535B0yxXJMWzRXHOoOJwkgOMqCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdV1SE48y8vEvfUurCc20a9eVWmUQEH4BAcAwecgSa4AW3gAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs9Ylo5zZB39gfP4A7NaStA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uzc+rhc1f0bFu2rYuQpBPL1sQbs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwICGRgnoQil68FCoYW2hC2Gw27dJNNuxulBL7U7x4UPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy/MGJXKtr+NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9es7d1LngtMXMwZF90QScJoSlxFFSPdTBCUhIx0wuH1xO88ECEpT+/UKCN+gvopjSlGSkuBWWtdOlbD9k5aQeHxiKtxYNZty54CLhKnJHVQoh2YX17EcZ6QVGGGpOw5dqb8AglFMSPjqpdLkiE8RH3S0zRFCZF+MT19DI+0EsGYC12pglP190SBEilHSag7E6QGct6biP95vVzF535B0yxXJMWzRXHOoOJwkgOMqCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdV1SE48y8vEvfUurCc20a9eVWmUQEH4BAcAwecgSa4AW3gAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs9Ylo5zZB39gfP4A7NaStA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Uzc+rhc1f0bFu2rYuQpBPL1sQbs=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvi0XwICGRgnoQil68FCoYW2hC2Gw27dJNNuxulBL7U7x4UPHqP/Hmv3Hb5qCtDwYe780wMy/MGJXKtr+NpeWV1bX1ykZ1c2t7Z9es7d1LngtMXMwZF90QScJoSlxFFSPdTBCUhIx0wuH1xO88ECEpT+/UKCN+gvopjSlGSkuBWWtdOlbD9k5aQeHxiKtxYNZty54CLhKnJHVQoh2YX17EcZ6QVGGGpOw5dqb8AglFMSPjqpdLkiE8RH3S0zRFCZF+MT19DI+0EsGYC12pglP190SBEilHSag7E6QGct6biP95vVzF535B0yxXJMWzRXHOoOJwkgOMqCBYsZEmCAuqb4V4gATCSqdV1SE48y8vEvfUurCc20a9eVWmUQEH4BAcAwecgSa4AW3gAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs9Ylo5zZB39gfP4A7NaStA==</latexit>

•Can play with 
different constraints 
on maximum mass 
and tidal deformability.

•Overall distribution is 
very robust

12.00<R1.4/km<13.45
<latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit>

R̄1.4 = 12.45 km
<latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit>

one-dimensional cuts

ERM, LW,  Rezzolla, Schaffner-Bielich(PRL 2018)



Constraining tidal deformability

• Can explore statistics of all properties of our 109 models.
• In particular can study PDF of tidal deformability: ⇤̃<latexit sha1_base64="USETZjRSJpGzOydBqsH13bQDDz8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0EyyCq5KIoMuiGxcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzEyEGvolblwo4tZPceffOG2z0NYDA4dz7uHeOUHKmdKO822V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39au3gsKOSTFJs04QnshcQhZwJbGumOfZSiSQOOHaD8c3M7z6iVCwRD3qSoh+ToWARo0QbaVCreprxEHPvzmRCMh3U6k7DmcNeJW5B6lCgNah9eWFCsxiFppwo1XedVPs5kZpRjtOKlylMCR2TIfYNFSRG5efzw6f2qVFCO0qkeULbc/V3IiexUpM4MJMx0SO17M3E/7x+pqMrP2cizTQKulgUZdzWiT1rwQ6ZRKr5xBBCJTO32nREJKHadFUxJbjLX14lnfOG6zTc+4t687qoowzHcAJn4MIlNOEWWtAGChk8wyu8WU/Wi/VufSxGS1aROYI/sD5/APRqk0Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="USETZjRSJpGzOydBqsH13bQDDz8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0EyyCq5KIoMuiGxcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzEyEGvolblwo4tZPceffOG2z0NYDA4dz7uHeOUHKmdKO822V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39au3gsKOSTFJs04QnshcQhZwJbGumOfZSiSQOOHaD8c3M7z6iVCwRD3qSoh+ToWARo0QbaVCreprxEHPvzmRCMh3U6k7DmcNeJW5B6lCgNah9eWFCsxiFppwo1XedVPs5kZpRjtOKlylMCR2TIfYNFSRG5efzw6f2qVFCO0qkeULbc/V3IiexUpM4MJMx0SO17M3E/7x+pqMrP2cizTQKulgUZdzWiT1rwQ6ZRKr5xBBCJTO32nREJKHadFUxJbjLX14lnfOG6zTc+4t687qoowzHcAJn4MIlNOEWWtAGChk8wyu8WU/Wi/VufSxGS1aROYI/sD5/APRqk0Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="USETZjRSJpGzOydBqsH13bQDDz8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0EyyCq5KIoMuiGxcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzEyEGvolblwo4tZPceffOG2z0NYDA4dz7uHeOUHKmdKO822V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39au3gsKOSTFJs04QnshcQhZwJbGumOfZSiSQOOHaD8c3M7z6iVCwRD3qSoh+ToWARo0QbaVCreprxEHPvzmRCMh3U6k7DmcNeJW5B6lCgNah9eWFCsxiFppwo1XedVPs5kZpRjtOKlylMCR2TIfYNFSRG5efzw6f2qVFCO0qkeULbc/V3IiexUpM4MJMx0SO17M3E/7x+pqMrP2cizTQKulgUZdzWiT1rwQ6ZRKr5xBBCJTO32nREJKHadFUxJbjLX14lnfOG6zTc+4t687qoowzHcAJn4MIlNOEWWtAGChk8wyu8WU/Wi/VufSxGS1aROYI/sD5/APRqk0Q=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="USETZjRSJpGzOydBqsH13bQDDz8=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1ofrbp0EyyCq5KIoMuiGxcuKtgHNKFMJjft0MkkzEyEGvolblwo4tZPceffOG2z0NYDA4dz7uHeOUHKmdKO822V1tY3NrfK25Wd3b39au3gsKOSTFJs04QnshcQhZwJbGumOfZSiSQOOHaD8c3M7z6iVCwRD3qSoh+ToWARo0QbaVCreprxEHPvzmRCMh3U6k7DmcNeJW5B6lCgNah9eWFCsxiFppwo1XedVPs5kZpRjtOKlylMCR2TIfYNFSRG5efzw6f2qVFCO0qkeULbc/V3IiexUpM4MJMx0SO17M3E/7x+pqMrP2cizTQKulgUZdzWiT1rwQ6ZRKr5xBBCJTO32nREJKHadFUxJbjLX14lnfOG6zTc+4t687qoowzHcAJn4MIlNOEWWtAGChk8wyu8WU/Wi/VufSxGS1aROYI/sD5/APRqk0Q=</latexit>

• LIGO has already 
set upper limit:

⇤̃1.4 . 800
<latexit sha1_base64="L4QqJvL+dW59bZXBu2Hmf5nr2BY=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4vgqiQi2GXRjQsXFewDmhAmk5t26OTBzEQoIXs3/oobF4q49Qfc+TdO2yy09cDA4Zx7uHOPn3ImlWV9G5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APDzqySQTFLo04YkY+EQCZzF0FVMcBqkAEvkc+v7keub3H0BIlsT3apqCG5FRzEJGidKSZ9YdxXgAuXOrMwEpvNxuXhTY4SClZBFuWZZnNqymNQdeJXZJGqhExzO/nCChWQSxopxIObStVLk5EYpRDkXNySSkhE7ICIaaxiQC6ebzWwp8qpUAh4nQL1Z4rv5O5CSSchr5ejIiaiyXvZn4nzfMVNhycxanmYKYLhaFGccqwbNicMAEUMWnmhAqmP4rpmMiCFW6vpouwV4+eZX0zpu21bTvLhrtq7KOKjpBdXSGbHSJ2ugGdVAXUfSIntErejOejBfj3fhYjFaMMnOM/sD4/AGotpog</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L4QqJvL+dW59bZXBu2Hmf5nr2BY=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4vgqiQi2GXRjQsXFewDmhAmk5t26OTBzEQoIXs3/oobF4q49Qfc+TdO2yy09cDA4Zx7uHOPn3ImlWV9G5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APDzqySQTFLo04YkY+EQCZzF0FVMcBqkAEvkc+v7keub3H0BIlsT3apqCG5FRzEJGidKSZ9YdxXgAuXOrMwEpvNxuXhTY4SClZBFuWZZnNqymNQdeJXZJGqhExzO/nCChWQSxopxIObStVLk5EYpRDkXNySSkhE7ICIaaxiQC6ebzWwp8qpUAh4nQL1Z4rv5O5CSSchr5ejIiaiyXvZn4nzfMVNhycxanmYKYLhaFGccqwbNicMAEUMWnmhAqmP4rpmMiCFW6vpouwV4+eZX0zpu21bTvLhrtq7KOKjpBdXSGbHSJ2ugGdVAXUfSIntErejOejBfj3fhYjFaMMnOM/sD4/AGotpog</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L4QqJvL+dW59bZXBu2Hmf5nr2BY=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4vgqiQi2GXRjQsXFewDmhAmk5t26OTBzEQoIXs3/oobF4q49Qfc+TdO2yy09cDA4Zx7uHOPn3ImlWV9G5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APDzqySQTFLo04YkY+EQCZzF0FVMcBqkAEvkc+v7keub3H0BIlsT3apqCG5FRzEJGidKSZ9YdxXgAuXOrMwEpvNxuXhTY4SClZBFuWZZnNqymNQdeJXZJGqhExzO/nCChWQSxopxIObStVLk5EYpRDkXNySSkhE7ICIaaxiQC6ebzWwp8qpUAh4nQL1Z4rv5O5CSSchr5ejIiaiyXvZn4nzfMVNhycxanmYKYLhaFGccqwbNicMAEUMWnmhAqmP4rpmMiCFW6vpouwV4+eZX0zpu21bTvLhrtq7KOKjpBdXSGbHSJ2ugGdVAXUfSIntErejOejBfj3fhYjFaMMnOM/sD4/AGotpog</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L4QqJvL+dW59bZXBu2Hmf5nr2BY=">AAACC3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3Q4vgqiQi2GXRjQsXFewDmhAmk5t26OTBzEQoIXs3/oobF4q49Qfc+TdO2yy09cDA4Zx7uHOPn3ImlWV9G5W19Y3Nrep2bWd3b//APDzqySQTFLo04YkY+EQCZzF0FVMcBqkAEvkc+v7keub3H0BIlsT3apqCG5FRzEJGidKSZ9YdxXgAuXOrMwEpvNxuXhTY4SClZBFuWZZnNqymNQdeJXZJGqhExzO/nCChWQSxopxIObStVLk5EYpRDkXNySSkhE7ICIaaxiQC6ebzWwp8qpUAh4nQL1Z4rv5O5CSSchr5ejIiaiyXvZn4nzfMVNhycxanmYKYLhaFGccqwbNicMAEUMWnmhAqmP4rpmMiCFW6vpouwV4+eZX0zpu21bTvLhrtq7KOKjpBdXSGbHSJ2ugGdVAXUfSIntErejOejBfj3fhYjFaMMnOM/sD4/AGotpog</latexit>

⇤̃1.4 > 375
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•Our sample 
naturally sets a 
lower limit:
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•All EOSs so far are purely hadronic; a conservative but 
probably reasonable assumption.

• What about the possibility of phase transitions?
•These are not trivial but not too difficult to model.
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Mass-radius relations

•Presence of a phase transition 
leads to second stable branch 
and “twin-star” models.
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FIG. 2. The left graph is a typical mass-radius relation with the
unstable star part of the sequence indicated by the dashed red line.
The right graphic depicts the relation between central pressure of
a star and its mass. The same parameters where used (p

trans

=
40MeV/fm3 and �✏ = 368MeV/fm3).

III. RESULTS

A. Area Containing Twin Star Solutions
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FIG. 3. The parameter area containing twin star solutions is de-
picted. The points denote all calculated combinations of the pa-
rameters p

trans

and�✏ that lead to a third family. Their coloration
indicates the categories to be examined later. The red line stands
for the Seidov-limit.

Only a few combinations of transitional pressure p
trans

and discontinuity in energy density �✏ lead to third fam-
ily solutions. In figure 3 the combinations of p

trans

and
�✏ containing twin star solutions are shown. The red
straight line is the Seidov-limit (2). The plus signs are
mass-radius relations generated by distinct p

trans

and �✏
that contain an additional stable branch. We see that
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FIG. 4. In these diagrams multiple mass-radius relations with a
constant p

trans

(left) and a constant �✏ (right) are depicted, by
varying the other parameter. A change of �✏ results in a di↵erent
position of the second maximum while the shape of the second
branch remains nearly una↵ected. The contrary is true for the a
change in p

trans

. The location of the second maximum remains
nearly identical for di↵erent transition pressures while the shape of
the second branch becomes much steeper for lower p

trans

.

most third family solutions are above the Seidov-limit.
I.e. most mass-radius relations with twin stars do not
contain hybrid stars in their first branch. Alford et. al.
[26] find a very similar area for c2

s

= 1. With c2
s

= 1
3 a

much smaller parameter space would generate third fam-
ily solutions.

B. Classification by Mass

The e↵ects of varying p
trans

and�✏ on the mass-radius
relation are seen in figure 4. The shape of the second
branch appears to be nearly una↵ected by changes in �✏,
see the left-hand side of figure 4. The variation of p

trans

results in di↵erent slopes in the second branch with low
values resulting in steeper curves. However, the position
of the second maximum remains nearly constant for vary-
ing p

trans

. We conclude that �✏ sets the maximum mass
of the second branch, while p

trans

controls the slope of
the mass radius relation of the second branch.
Another important observation is that the value of �✏

has virtually no influence on the mass at the first maxi-
mum. This is due to the first branch becoming unstable
at about the transitional pressure meaning that only the
second branch is e↵ected by �✏. Even though there are
hybrid stars to be found in the first branch if the combi-
nations of �✏ and p

trans

are below the Seidov-limit these
stars have a negligible e↵ect on the value of the first max-
imum [44].
Using this feature it is possible to assign a specific mass
at the first maximum to a distinct p

trans

. Likewise a
relation between �✏ and the second maximum can be
observed even though it is not as visible. With these
relations it becomes possible to define four distinct cate-
gories in which the twin star solutions can be organized.
Examples of these categories are shown in figure 5 and
defined as follows:

Christian+ (2018)
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Applying all constraints from GW170817:

phase
transitions
(with twins)

8.53<R1.4/km<13.74
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R̄1.4 = 13.06 km
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One-dimensional cuts: PTs
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• Can repeat considerations with EOSs having PTs

Constraining tidal deformability: PTs

• Large masses have 
sharp cut-off on 
upper limit:

⇤̃1.7 . 460
<latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit>

• Lower limit much weaker: ⇤̃1.4 & 35
<latexit sha1_base64="DTGTpCPXewhasjpP5qBoObWM8O8=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFUCExVQkUwVjBwsBQJPqQmihyHLe16jxk3yBVUWYWfoWFAYRY+QI2/ga3zQAtR7J0dM49ur7HTwRXYFnfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/faKk4lZS0ai1h2faKY4BFrAQfBuolkJPQF6/ij64nfeWBS8Ti6h3HC3JAMIt7nlICWPPPQAS4Cljm3OhOQ3MvsWj3HzgB0JsT47Nwzq1bNmgIvErsgVVSg6ZlfThDTNGQRUEGU6tlWAm5GJHAqWF5xUsUSQkdkwHqaRiRkys2mp+T4WCsB7sdSvwjwVP2dyEio1Dj09WRIYKjmvYn4n9dLoX/pZjxKUmARnS3qpwJDjCe94IBLRkGMNSFUcv1XTIdEEgq6vYouwZ4/eZG0T2u2VbPv6tXGVVFHGR2gI3SCbHSBGugGNVELUfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYjZaMIrOP/sD4/AG9wZmc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTGTpCPXewhasjpP5qBoObWM8O8=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFUCExVQkUwVjBwsBQJPqQmihyHLe16jxk3yBVUWYWfoWFAYRY+QI2/ga3zQAtR7J0dM49ur7HTwRXYFnfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/faKk4lZS0ai1h2faKY4BFrAQfBuolkJPQF6/ij64nfeWBS8Ti6h3HC3JAMIt7nlICWPPPQAS4Cljm3OhOQ3MvsWj3HzgB0JsT47Nwzq1bNmgIvErsgVVSg6ZlfThDTNGQRUEGU6tlWAm5GJHAqWF5xUsUSQkdkwHqaRiRkys2mp+T4WCsB7sdSvwjwVP2dyEio1Dj09WRIYKjmvYn4n9dLoX/pZjxKUmARnS3qpwJDjCe94IBLRkGMNSFUcv1XTIdEEgq6vYouwZ4/eZG0T2u2VbPv6tXGVVFHGR2gI3SCbHSBGugGNVELUfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYjZaMIrOP/sD4/AG9wZmc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTGTpCPXewhasjpP5qBoObWM8O8=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFUCExVQkUwVjBwsBQJPqQmihyHLe16jxk3yBVUWYWfoWFAYRY+QI2/ga3zQAtR7J0dM49ur7HTwRXYFnfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/faKk4lZS0ai1h2faKY4BFrAQfBuolkJPQF6/ij64nfeWBS8Ti6h3HC3JAMIt7nlICWPPPQAS4Cljm3OhOQ3MvsWj3HzgB0JsT47Nwzq1bNmgIvErsgVVSg6ZlfThDTNGQRUEGU6tlWAm5GJHAqWF5xUsUSQkdkwHqaRiRkys2mp+T4WCsB7sdSvwjwVP2dyEio1Dj09WRIYKjmvYn4n9dLoX/pZjxKUmARnS3qpwJDjCe94IBLRkGMNSFUcv1XTIdEEgq6vYouwZ4/eZG0T2u2VbPv6tXGVVFHGR2gI3SCbHSBGugGNVELUfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYjZaMIrOP/sD4/AG9wZmc</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DTGTpCPXewhasjpP5qBoObWM8O8=">AAACCnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFUCExVQkUwVjBwsBQJPqQmihyHLe16jxk3yBVUWYWfoWFAYRY+QI2/ga3zQAtR7J0dM49ur7HTwRXYFnfRmlpeWV1rbxe2djc2t4xd/faKk4lZS0ai1h2faKY4BFrAQfBuolkJPQF6/ij64nfeWBS8Ti6h3HC3JAMIt7nlICWPPPQAS4Cljm3OhOQ3MvsWj3HzgB0JsT47Nwzq1bNmgIvErsgVVSg6ZlfThDTNGQRUEGU6tlWAm5GJHAqWF5xUsUSQkdkwHqaRiRkys2mp+T4WCsB7sdSvwjwVP2dyEio1Dj09WRIYKjmvYn4n9dLoX/pZjxKUmARnS3qpwJDjCe94IBLRkGMNSFUcv1XTIdEEgq6vYouwZ4/eZG0T2u2VbPv6tXGVVFHGR2gI3SCbHSBGugGNVELUfSIntErejOejBfj3fiYjZaMIrOP/sD4/AG9wZmc</latexit>

GW detection 
with           
would rule out 
twin stars!

⇤̃1.7 ⇠ 700
<latexit sha1_base64="WLzBbJRXVxpjkE5Hr0TrmGYNBEE=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgKkxEqMuiGxcuKtgHNCFMJpN26EwSZiZCCd258VfcuFDErb/gzr9x2mahrQcGDufcw517wowzpRH6tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyF2JFOUtoWzPNaS+TFIuQ0244up763QcqFUuTez3OqC/wIGExI1gbKbCPPc14RAvv1mQiPAkK12lMoKeYgA2EAruOHDQDXCZuSeqgRCuwv7woJbmgiSYcK9V3Uab9AkvNCKeTmpcrmmEywgPaNzTBgiq/mN0xgadGiWCcSvMSDWfq70SBhVJjEZpJgfVQLXpT8T+vn+v40i9YkuWaJmS+KM451CmclgIjJinRfGwIJpKZv0IyxBITbaqrmRLcxZOXSefccZHj3l3Um1dlHVVwBE7AGXBBAzTBDWiBNiDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR+tWGXmEPyB9fkDTSuYQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WLzBbJRXVxpjkE5Hr0TrmGYNBEE=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgKkxEqMuiGxcuKtgHNCFMJpN26EwSZiZCCd258VfcuFDErb/gzr9x2mahrQcGDufcw517wowzpRH6tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyF2JFOUtoWzPNaS+TFIuQ0244up763QcqFUuTez3OqC/wIGExI1gbKbCPPc14RAvv1mQiPAkK12lMoKeYgA2EAruOHDQDXCZuSeqgRCuwv7woJbmgiSYcK9V3Uab9AkvNCKeTmpcrmmEywgPaNzTBgiq/mN0xgadGiWCcSvMSDWfq70SBhVJjEZpJgfVQLXpT8T+vn+v40i9YkuWaJmS+KM451CmclgIjJinRfGwIJpKZv0IyxBITbaqrmRLcxZOXSefccZHj3l3Um1dlHVVwBE7AGXBBAzTBDWiBNiDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR+tWGXmEPyB9fkDTSuYQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WLzBbJRXVxpjkE5Hr0TrmGYNBEE=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgKkxEqMuiGxcuKtgHNCFMJpN26EwSZiZCCd258VfcuFDErb/gzr9x2mahrQcGDufcw517wowzpRH6tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyF2JFOUtoWzPNaS+TFIuQ0244up763QcqFUuTez3OqC/wIGExI1gbKbCPPc14RAvv1mQiPAkK12lMoKeYgA2EAruOHDQDXCZuSeqgRCuwv7woJbmgiSYcK9V3Uab9AkvNCKeTmpcrmmEywgPaNzTBgiq/mN0xgadGiWCcSvMSDWfq70SBhVJjEZpJgfVQLXpT8T+vn+v40i9YkuWaJmS+KM451CmclgIjJinRfGwIJpKZv0IyxBITbaqrmRLcxZOXSefccZHj3l3Um1dlHVVwBE7AGXBBAzTBDWiBNiDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR+tWGXmEPyB9fkDTSuYQw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WLzBbJRXVxpjkE5Hr0TrmGYNBEE=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEtBBovgKkxEqMuiGxcuKtgHNCFMJpN26EwSZiZCCd258VfcuFDErb/gzr9x2mahrQcGDufcw517wowzpRH6tiorq2vrG9XN2tb2zu6evX/QUWkuCW2TlKeyF2JFOUtoWzPNaS+TFIuQ0244up763QcqFUuTez3OqC/wIGExI1gbKbCPPc14RAvv1mQiPAkK12lMoKeYgA2EAruOHDQDXCZuSeqgRCuwv7woJbmgiSYcK9V3Uab9AkvNCKeTmpcrmmEywgPaNzTBgiq/mN0xgadGiWCcSvMSDWfq70SBhVJjEZpJgfVQLXpT8T+vn+v40i9YkuWaJmS+KM451CmclgIjJinRfGwIJpKZv0IyxBITbaqrmRLcxZOXSefccZHj3l3Um1dlHVVwBE7AGXBBAzTBDWiBNiDgETyDV/BmPVkv1rv1MR+tWGXmEPyB9fkDTSuYQw==</latexit>



Conclusions from Frankfurt

✴GW170817 provides new limits on maximum mass and radii:                                

2.01+0.04
�0.04  MTOV/M� . 2.16+0.17

�0.15

12.00<R1.4/km<13.45
<latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BHsx3ho9Tmftg63/+RAR8lIK5v4=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFpSAxhaQUARJDBQtjQZRWaqLIcd3Wqu1EtoNURf0BFn6FhQEQKx/Axt/gPgYoHMnS0Tnn6vqeKGFUadf9snJz8wuLS/nlwsrq2vqGvbl1p+JUYlLHMYtlM0KKMCpIXVPNSDORBPGIkUbUvxz5jXsiFY3FrR4kJOCoK2iHYqSNFNp7XtlxXb947hdvwsxzKsPDzJcc9vlwLHpHTuU4tEuuSY0A/xJvSkpgilpof/rtGKecCI0ZUqrluYkOMiQ1xYwMC36qSIJwH3VJy1CBOFFBNr5mCPeN0oadWJonNByrPycyxJUa8MgkOdI9NeuNxP+8Vqo7p0FGRZJqIvBkUSdlUMdwVA1sU0mwZgNDEJbU/BXiHpIIa1NgwZTgzZ78l9TLzpnjXVdK1YtpG3mwA3bBAfDACaiCK1ADdYDBA3gCL+DVerSerTfrfRLNWdOZbfAL1sc32DOX1Q==</latexit>

R̄1.4 = 12.45 km
<latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="XeqZHQP85XGNbA98biivFuM18dQ=">AAACBXicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/oh5FWCyCBwlJqagHoejFYxVjC00Im+22XbqbhN2NUEJOXvwrXjyoePU/ePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaMSmXb30ZpYXFpeaW8Wllb39jcMrd37mWcCkxcHLNYtEMkCaMRcRVVjLQTQRAPGWmFw6ux33ogQtI4ulOjhPgc9SPaoxgpLQXmvhcikd3mQeZY9fzCqVn1E+848wSHQ54HZtW27AngPHEKUgUFmoH55XVjnHISKcyQlB3HTpSfIaEoZiSveKkkCcJD1CcdTSPEifSzyRs5PNRKF/ZioStScKL+nsgQl3LEQ93JkRrIWW8s/ud1UtU78zMaJakiEZ4u6qUMqhiOM4FdKghWbKQJwoLqWyEeIIGw0slVdAjO7MvzxK1Z55ZzU682Los0ymAPHIAj4IBT0ADXoAlcgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+Nj2loyipld8AfG5w9SdJdQ</latexit>

hadronic EOS
phase
transitions8.53<R1.4/km<13.74

<latexit sha1_base64="e62iruTB4LZWx4qZGorKJbMxEsc=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFpUJiCgktageGChbGguhDaqLKcZ3Wqp1EtoNURfkAFn6FhQGEWPkANv4GN+0ALUeydHTOubq+x4sYlcqyvo3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aMswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHG19P/c4DEZKGwb2aRMTlaBhQn2KktNQvluvmRcUpXTqlu35im9X0LHEEh2OeZqJdMWtVnbJMKwNcJvaclMEczX7xyxmEOOYkUJghKXu2FSk3QUJRzEhacGJJIoTHaEh6mgaIE+km2TEpPNHKAPqh0C9QMFN/TySISznhnk5ypEZy0ZuK/3m9WPl1N6FBFCsS4NkiP2ZQhXDaDBxQQbBiE00QFlT/FeIREggr3V9Bl2AvnrxM2uembZn2bbXcuJrXkQdH4BicAhvUQAPcgCZoAQwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs2jOmM8cgj8wPn8AF2KX1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e62iruTB4LZWx4qZGorKJbMxEsc=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFpUJiCgktageGChbGguhDaqLKcZ3Wqp1EtoNURfkAFn6FhQGEWPkANv4GN+0ALUeydHTOubq+x4sYlcqyvo3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aMswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHG19P/c4DEZKGwb2aRMTlaBhQn2KktNQvluvmRcUpXTqlu35im9X0LHEEh2OeZqJdMWtVnbJMKwNcJvaclMEczX7xyxmEOOYkUJghKXu2FSk3QUJRzEhacGJJIoTHaEh6mgaIE+km2TEpPNHKAPqh0C9QMFN/TySISznhnk5ypEZy0ZuK/3m9WPl1N6FBFCsS4NkiP2ZQhXDaDBxQQbBiE00QFlT/FeIREggr3V9Bl2AvnrxM2uembZn2bbXcuJrXkQdH4BicAhvUQAPcgCZoAQwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs2jOmM8cgj8wPn8AF2KX1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e62iruTB4LZWx4qZGorKJbMxEsc=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFpUJiCgktageGChbGguhDaqLKcZ3Wqp1EtoNURfkAFn6FhQGEWPkANv4GN+0ALUeydHTOubq+x4sYlcqyvo3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aMswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHG19P/c4DEZKGwb2aRMTlaBhQn2KktNQvluvmRcUpXTqlu35im9X0LHEEh2OeZqJdMWtVnbJMKwNcJvaclMEczX7xyxmEOOYkUJghKXu2FSk3QUJRzEhacGJJIoTHaEh6mgaIE+km2TEpPNHKAPqh0C9QMFN/TySISznhnk5ypEZy0ZuK/3m9WPl1N6FBFCsS4NkiP2ZQhXDaDBxQQbBiE00QFlT/FeIREggr3V9Bl2AvnrxM2uembZn2bbXcuJrXkQdH4BicAhvUQAPcgCZoAQwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs2jOmM8cgj8wPn8AF2KX1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="e62iruTB4LZWx4qZGorKJbMxEsc=">AAACDHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZHFpUJiCgktageGChbGguhDaqLKcZ3Wqp1EtoNURfkAFn6FhQGEWPkANv4GN+0ALUeydHTOubq+x4sYlcqyvo3cyura+kZ+s7C1vbO7V9w/aMswFpi0cMhC0fWQJIwGpKWoYqQbCYK4x0jHG19P/c4DEZKGwb2aRMTlaBhQn2KktNQvluvmRcUpXTqlu35im9X0LHEEh2OeZqJdMWtVnbJMKwNcJvaclMEczX7xyxmEOOYkUJghKXu2FSk3QUJRzEhacGJJIoTHaEh6mgaIE+km2TEpPNHKAPqh0C9QMFN/TySISznhnk5ypEZy0ZuK/3m9WPl1N6FBFCsS4NkiP2ZQhXDaDBxQQbBiE00QFlT/FeIREggr3V9Bl2AvnrxM2uembZn2bbXcuJrXkQdH4BicAhvUQAPcgCZoAQwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsfs2jOmM8cgj8wPn8AF2KX1g==</latexit>

R̄1.4 = 13.06 km
<latexit sha1_base64="0yzDiom00zbV8JRn5Tb7TvOcM7g=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQkKiRd0IRTcuq9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm58VfcuFDErd/gzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGpbLtb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRmnApMmjlksOgGShNGINBVVjHQSQRAPGGkHw+ux334gQtI4ulejhHgc9SMaUoyUlnxz3w2QyO5yP3OsWn7pnFr2mXucuYLDIc99s2pb9gRwnjgFqYICDd/8cnsxTjmJFGZIyq5jJ8rLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuphHiRHrZ5I0cHmqlB8NY6IoUnKi/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZy1huL/3ndVIUXXkajJFUkwtNFYcqgiuE4E9ijgmDFRpogLKi+FeIBEggrnVxFh+DMvjxPWieWY1vOba1avyriKIM9cACOgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09aSUczsgj8wPn8A6mOXeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0yzDiom00zbV8JRn5Tb7TvOcM7g=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQkKiRd0IRTcuq9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm58VfcuFDErd/gzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGpbLtb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRmnApMmjlksOgGShNGINBVVjHQSQRAPGGkHw+ux334gQtI4ulejhHgc9SMaUoyUlnxz3w2QyO5yP3OsWn7pnFr2mXucuYLDIc99s2pb9gRwnjgFqYICDd/8cnsxTjmJFGZIyq5jJ8rLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuphHiRHrZ5I0cHmqlB8NY6IoUnKi/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZy1huL/3ndVIUXXkajJFUkwtNFYcqgiuE4E9ijgmDFRpogLKi+FeIBEggrnVxFh+DMvjxPWieWY1vOba1avyriKIM9cACOgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09aSUczsgj8wPn8A6mOXeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0yzDiom00zbV8JRn5Tb7TvOcM7g=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQkKiRd0IRTcuq9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm58VfcuFDErd/gzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGpbLtb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRmnApMmjlksOgGShNGINBVVjHQSQRAPGGkHw+ux334gQtI4ulejhHgc9SMaUoyUlnxz3w2QyO5yP3OsWn7pnFr2mXucuYLDIc99s2pb9gRwnjgFqYICDd/8cnsxTjmJFGZIyq5jJ8rLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuphHiRHrZ5I0cHmqlB8NY6IoUnKi/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZy1huL/3ndVIUXXkajJFUkwtNFYcqgiuE4E9ijgmDFRpogLKi+FeIBEggrnVxFh+DMvjxPWieWY1vOba1avyriKIM9cACOgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09aSUczsgj8wPn8A6mOXeg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0yzDiom00zbV8JRn5Tb7TvOcM7g=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgQkKiRd0IRTcuq9gHNCFMppN26EwSZiZCCVm58VfcuFDErd/gzr9x2mahrQcuHM65l3vvCRJGpbLtb6O0sLi0vFJeraytb2xumds7LRmnApMmjlksOgGShNGINBVVjHQSQRAPGGkHw+ux334gQtI4ulejhHgc9SMaUoyUlnxz3w2QyO5yP3OsWn7pnFr2mXucuYLDIc99s2pb9gRwnjgFqYICDd/8cnsxTjmJFGZIyq5jJ8rLkFAUM5JX3FSSBOEh6pOuphHiRHrZ5I0cHmqlB8NY6IoUnKi/JzLEpRzxQHdypAZy1huL/3ndVIUXXkajJFUkwtNFYcqgiuE4E9ijgmDFRpogLKi+FeIBEggrnVxFh+DMvjxPWieWY1vOba1avyriKIM9cACOgAPOQR3cgAZoAgwewTN4BW/Gk/FivBsf09aSUczsgj8wPn8A6mOXeg==</latexit>

⇤̃1.7 . 460
<latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="muFrVI5ILhSeHCcTtY6wq8RUK4M=">AAACC3icbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5Y2Q4JgFXYlGMugjYVFBPOA7BJmZ+8mQ2YfzMwKYdnexl+xsVDE1h+w82+cJFto4oGBwzn3cOceL+FMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6BeXjUlXEqKHRozGPR94gEziLoKKY49BMBJPQ49LzJ9czvPYCQLI7u1TQBNySjiAWMEqWloVl1FOM+ZM6tzvgkH2Z2vZljh4OUkoW4cWENzZpVt+bAq8QuSA0VaA/NL8ePaRpCpCgnUg5sK1FuRoRilENecVIJCaETMoKBphEJQbrZ/JYcn2rFx0Es9IsUnqu/ExkJpZyGnp4MiRrLZW8m/ucNUhVcuhmLklRBRBeLgpRjFeNZMdhnAqjiU00IFUz/FdMxEYQqXV9Fl2Avn7xKuud126rbd41a66qoo4xOUBWdIRs1UQvdoDbqIIoe0TN6RW/Gk/FivBsfi9GSUWSO0R8Ynz+wcpol</latexit>

Upper limit on deformability  
can rule out twin stars



A flood of publications



~Λ < 800

Statistical

Numerical

Universal relations

Methods



No prompt collapse

excluded

Comparison with numerical 
simulations:

Causailty: 
Mthres>1.22Mmax

Bauswein, Just, Janka, Stergioulas (2017)

Comparison to numerical simulations



Comparison to numerical simulations

Bauswein, Just, Janka, Stergioulas (2017)



1. Only purely hadronic EOSs

2. Not dereived in full GR: error at least 5%

Need more 
precise equation

2.9Mtot, prompt collapse

3.1Mtot, no prompt collapse

Comparison to numerical simulations

Bauswein, Just, Janka, Stergioulas (2017)



• Chirp mass:  

• Mass ratio:  

• Symmetric deformability:  

• Asymmetric deformability:  

• EOS-independent (universal) relation #1:  

• EOS-independent (universal) relation #2:  

STEP 1

• Sample 

• Compute               to obtain     and 

• Compute       by inverting 

STEP 2

See Ligo/Virgo (2018) arXiv:1805.1158

(De, Finstad, Lattimer, Brown, Berger, Biwer arXiv1804.08583)

ℳchirp = (m1m2)3/5

(m1 + m2)1/5 = 1.188M⊙

q = m1/m2 = 0.7 − 1

Λs = (Λ1 + Λ2)/2

Λa = Λa (Λs, q)

Λa = (Λ1 − Λ2)/2

Λ = Λ (C) with compactness C = M/R

Λs ∈ [0,5000]

Λa (Λs, q) Λ1 Λ2

Λ1,2 = Λ1,2 (C1,2)Λ1,2

Universal relations (+ statistics)



Ligo/Virgo (2018) arXiv:1805.1158

Include Mmax > 2.01Msun constraint:

Universal relations (+ statistics)

NS1

NS2

NS1: 9.1 < R1 < 12.8 (90%)

NS2: 9.2 < R2 < 12.8 (90%)

10.5 < R1~R2~R1.4 <13.3 (90%)



10.6 < R1.6 ~R1.4

10.5 < R1~R2~R1.4 < 13.3

12.0 > R1.4 > 13.5
(and many others)

Summary

Statistical

Numerical

Universal relations



We don‘t 

disagree!

What about phase-transitions?

Not enough 

studies yet.

How to 

construct the PT?

Summary



All co
nstr

aint
s 

app
lied

.

Outer core 
determines 
radius

So what about the EOS?



• Mmax < 2.2Msun

• 10 (12) > R1.4 > (13.5) 14

• No tight limits for EOS with phase transition

BUT: could be destinguished via tidal 
deformability

FROM ONLY ONE MULTI-
MESSENGER SIGNAL

Different approaches yield the same results:

To-Do: 
How does this compare 
to constraints from X-ray 
observations?

Summary



Summary

•GW170817 has helped to 
improve our knowledge of 
maximum masses and radii 
of neutron stars

•Future multimessenger 
observations will help to even 
more narrow down uncertainties 
of neutron star properties and will 
help to unravel the EOS

< 50 per year




